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ABSTRACT; 

nODEL BASED (iNTEDhEDIATE-LEVEL) COnPUTER VISION 

by 

Gunnar Rutger Grape 

A lytttl for computer vision is presented, which is based on 
tuo-dmieniional prototypes, and which uses a hierarchu of 
features for mapping purposes. 

nore specifically, we are clealing uith scenes composed of 
planar faced, convex objects.  Extensions to the general 
pl.-jnar faced case are discussed. 

Tne v i sua I 
to interne 
dimensional scene. 

input is provided by a TV-camera, and the problem is 
to interre  that input by computer, as a projection of a three- 

The digitized picture ic fir5t scanned for significant intensity 
jradients (called edg-). uhich are likely to appear at region- 
and object junctions.  The tNo-dimensiona I scene-representation 
given by the totality of such intensity discontinuities (that 
word used somewhat inexactly) is referred to in the sequel as the 
edge-draw,ng". and constitutes the input to the vision system" 

presented here. =>yaiem 

The system proposed anü demonstrated in this paper utiHstt 
perspectively consistent two-dimensional models (prototypes) 
of views of three-dimensional objects, and interpretations of 
scene-represontations are based on the establishment of mappinq 
relationships from conglomerates of scene-elements (line- 
const*Mat ions) to prototype templates.  The prototypes are 
•earned by the program through analysis of - and generalization 
on - ideal instances. 

The systtM works better than any sequential (or other) system 
presented so far.  It should be well suited to the context of a 
complete vision system, using depth, occlusion, support relations 
etc.  The general case of irregularly shaped, planar faced 
objects, including concave ones, would necessitate such an 
extended context. 

This research was supported in part by the Advanced Research Proiects 
Agency of the Office of the Secretary of Defense under Contract No. SD-1S3. 

The views and conciwsions contained in this document are those of the 
author and should not be interpreted as necessarily representinq the 
official pol ^les. eitner expressed or implied, of the Advanced'^esearch 
Project Agency or the U. S. Government. .^^ 
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ABSTRACT 

A system for computer vision is presented, which is based on two- 

dimensional prototypes, and which uses a hierarchy of features for 

mapping purposes. 

More specifically, ue are dealing with scenes composed of planar faced, 

convex objects. Extensions to the general planar faced case are 

di scussed. 

The visual inpu» is provided by a TV-camera, and the problem is to 

interpret that input by computer, as a projection of a three-dimensional 

scene. 

In this case the digitized picture is first scanned for significant 

intensity gradients (called edges), which are likely to appear at 

region- and object junctions.  The two-dimensional scene-representation 

given by the totality of such intensity discontinuities (that word used 

somewhat inexactly) is referred to in the sequel as the "edge-drawing", 

and constitutes the input to the vision system presented here. 

If edge-drawings were perfect, the task of interpreting them, that is of 

determining the composition of the scene (in terms of partaking 

objects), would not be an excessively hard one.  A rather simple scheme 

of sequential abstractions would work adequately, obtaining successively 

higher levels of abstraction (information compression), in some order 

like:   Edges - Lines - Vertices - Regions - Bodies - Scene. 

ii 

._1^A_«___- .„_    ■ ------ ■■■ ■ -■   - - 
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The system proposecJ and demonstrated in this paper utilizes 

perspectively consistent tuo-di.ensional models (prototypes) of vie^s of 

three-din,enSlonal objects, and interpretations of scene-representations 

are based on the establishment of mapping relationships from 

conglomerates of scene-elements (1 me-constellations) to prototype 

templates.  The prototypes are learned by the program through analyse 

of - and generalization on - ideal instances. 

A small hierarchy of features (specific line- and vertex consteilations) 

is used in providing entry-points (keys) into such mappings, since an 

exhaustive searcn is out of the question (for reasons of combinatorics). 

Features are also used during th. process of capping scene-elements onto 

a prototype, serving now as guides and templates.  . 

Th.s system is intermed.ate-level in the sense that it does not MOTH on 

the bas.s of the original FV-iMQi (but on information abstracted from 

it), and that it does not determine (or use) spatial dimensions, 

positions, or re I ationsnips of the objects in a given scene. 

IV 

-; 

Unfortunately, edge-drauings are very seldom any.here near perfect, due 

to effects like shadous. glare, reflections, insufficient intensity 

gradients betueen regions, hardware imperfections, digitization errors, 

etc.  The sequential approach, 'herefore. does not work adequately in ' 

practice.  The need for more global information (even at lo. levels of 

abstraction) has become more evident with every effort put into the 

deveiopment of sequential vision schemes. 

  ----- -- —■ 
■    - 
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Its place in an extended three-dimensional system is discussed, as are 

some possible aspects of such a system. 

The results obtained are quitr good, using scenes of realistic 

complexity and with many examples of different kinds of imperfections i-, 

the initial data. 

In conclusion, the system uorks better than any sequential (or other) 

system presented so far.  It should be uell suited to the context of a 

complete vision system, using depth, occlusion, support relations, etc. 

The general case of irregularly shaped, planar faced objects, includinr, 

concave ones, would necessitate such an extended context. 

-■' - - ■      — - -- IIHllWUlMIIII I  -■.■^■^—^ 
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1.0 

1.8 INTROOUJTION 

In the context of the present paper, the term "computer vision" is 

rest-icted in scope to a world of planar-faced solids, notably 

paralUiepipeds. uedges. and other simple objects that may be expected 

to be useful In a "Hand-Eye" context, for instance as building blocks. 

This paoer deals more or less exclusively uith vision at an intermediate 

level, v.r. our "input" is an array of "brightness-discontinuity points" 

(over a digitized TV-raster representing cur vie. of the scene).  Our 

"output" is a formalized interpretation of that information as a two- 

dimensional representation of a three-dimensional scene. 

Statement of the prob,em: 

On a table is a collection of blocks. "Looking" at that scene is a TV- 

camera, which is linked to the computer, so that the latter may obtain a 

digitized raster of the image.  The problem, of course, is to program 

the computer so as to enable it to output an interpretation of that TV- 

in-age. in terms of the nature and relationships of the objects in the 

scene.  This interpretation may then be the final product in itself, or 

it may be used by other programs for purposes of manipulating the 

objects in the scene. 

At this early point I suggest that the reader take a look at at some of 

the examples in Section 11. in .rder to get a more concrete idea of what 

this is al1 about. 

     -  - -  .--.-.-■   -- -  — 
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1.8 

This paper first touches on some related efforts toward solving the 

vision prob I er.-, and on the pros and cons ot sequential (abstraction) 

versus model cffivtn schemes.  Its main body presents a system based on 

prototypes and features, uhich uses global Knowledge and goal-direct ion 

to a higher exten' than nas previously been tried. 

The basic lay-out of the present paper is the follosing: 

Immediately after this introduction you will find a list of commonly 

used terms and abbreviations (Section 2).  I recommend a quick scan 

through that list before reading the rest of this presentation, but the 

main use of the list should be for easy reference whenever unfamiliar 

terms are encountered throughout this paper. 

Section 3 deals with previous and related efforts in this area of 

interest, and contains a discussion of the difficulties inherent in 

"sequential-aostraction" methods, contrasting that approach with 

"global-know I edge" schemes, particularly mode I-based ones. 

Section 4 through Section 12, the main part of this presentation, 

describe a mode I-based, feature-ariven. Intermediate-level vision 

system.  Examples of system performance are providjd, as well as a 

discussion of future possibilities, and the usual conclusions.  There is 

also an appendix containing a description of the general data-structure. 

Tht  main part of the thesis is presented according to the following 

plan: 

 '    —II II ■illlll--'^-        — "'■■■■fcM.     ■!          ^ ^"^l       II -^-   -       - -  
J 
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1.0 

First an o.ervieu of general considerations and basic strategies. 

Section 4.  Then a thorough discussion of the feature hierarchu ' 

(defin,tions - propert.es - utNization). Section 5.  Section B then 

introduces the prototype concept, in liKe .anner and considerable 

detaiI. 

Having thus estabhshed the conceptual machinery, ue  then e.bark on a 

description of the process of interpreting the scene. 

Preprocessing is dealt uith in Section 7. The parsing process (.hich 

utilires the prototype matching program in interpreting the scene) is 

presented in Section 8.  The matching process is given in the following 

section, uhich is rather technical and relies on a hierarchy of Mock- 

diagrams for the presentation of the floui of process. 

I have found it difficult to give a transparent account of the match 

program, and I ask the reader's indulgence, should she/he find the 

presentation hard to absorb at first glance. 

mg 

Section 18 discusses a possible object completion phase.     This   is 

followed by examples of  system performance   (Sect.on 11).   and discussions 

of   future possibilities  (Section 12).    The  last  three sections are   (in 

order  of appearance!!  Conclusions.   Appendix,   and Bibl iography. 

For  subdivisions of   the above,   see  table of contents. 

M —  
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2.8 

2.8 COmON DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

BARE (vertex): A vertex consisting of a single line-end, possibly before 

insertions of extra lines. 

BASE-LINE: See PARENT LINE. 

CCUI.: Counter clockwise. 

CF: Compound feature (Section 5). 

COMPLEXITY: The number of lines involved (in a vertex, a feature, or a 

prototype). 

CONNECTED: See SIMPLY CONNECTED. 

CONSTELLATION: Usually the group of lines referenced by a vertex or a 

feature (should be clear in each context). 

CONVEX (object): An object where any line connecting two points of the 

surface lies entirely inside the object or on its surface. 

CUT: A line (in the drawing) chopping a small piece off another line, in 

the formation of a vertex. 

EQUALITY CLASS: Collective term for length class and parallel ity class. 

Preceding page blank 
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2.0 

EQUIVALENCE CLASS: Pertaining to LF:s in a prototype (SuiDsection G.3). 

ILV-SYSTEM: Intermediate-Level Vision System. 

LENGTH CLASS: Pertaining to lines in a prototype (Subsection B.4). 

LF: Line-feature (Section 5). 

flODEL (and derivatives): Aliuding to a concrete pattern (prototype) for 

matching, or an abstract, driving concept, such as the idea of 

"object" cr "well-shaped region". Connected with the use of 

global contexts (cf. SubsectIon 3.3). Sometimes "model" is 

used interchangeaoly with "prototype". 

OBJECT: Usually a physical entity, such as a block on the table.  Also 

used for the perceptual entity of an internal object 

representat ion. 

ORBIT: Orbiting a vertex Means cycling around it in a ecu. direction, 

visiting the lines one by one, from some given starting line. 

ORBITAL DISTANCE: The number of lines from (excluding) a given line up 

to (and including) another, in a ccw. direction around a vertex. 

PARALLELITY CLASS: Pertaining to lines in a prototype (Subsection G.4). 

PARENT LINE(S) (of a feature): The line (or lines) which is (are) 

partaking fully (i.e. with both ends) in the feature. 

*■*■''*'"-"■'■■"■- —   ■   -- ■■- - ■   — ■       ■ -   " -*-——'—*" 
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PARTIAL:   Short   for partially matched object. 

P-LINE:   Prototype   lint. 

RAY:   A   line-seg.ent  mth only one end and a direction given 

referenced. 
or current 

SCENE: A collection of real-uorld objects, or the internal 

representation thereof. 

SEQUENTIAL («nd der,vat,ves): Usually referring to the idea of 

"sequential abstractions" (cf. HOOEL and Subsection 3.3).  Not 

used as opposite of "parallel" (processing). 

SinPLV CONNECTED: T.o verges .re si.ply connected iff they have a line 

m common, tuo non-parallel lines iff they share a vertex, two 

parallel lines iff theu have | connecting I me. 

SUCCESSOR LINE: The line fol 
lowing a given line, in the orbit of a 

vertex. 

TOPOLOGY:   Besides   its usu 
31   rneaning.   it   is sometimes used   in conjunct! on 

with features, namely with their 

parts of complete topologies). 

normal context in mind (as 

TRIHEDRAL: Sometimes short for TRIHEDRAL OBJECT. 

-  ■ ■■   
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2.3 

IRIHEDRAL OBJECT: A planar faced object with TRIHEDRAL VERTICES only. 

TRIHEDRAL VERTEX: A vertex .here exactly three surfaces .set. 
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3.8 

3.8 APPROACHES TO THE VISION PROBLEM 

In n,ost fields of science the established pattern of research hae been 

the selection and investigation of subprobleme, rather ihan broad 

frontal attacks on complex systems. Of course, practicality oftentimes 

prompts such polices, and mostly the results achieved are relevant to 

the understanding or function of the whole. 

I am not qulte certain whether research in computer vision fits into 

such a pattern. 

During the las' decade, many man-years have been spent on investigating 

problems conceived as relevant parts of some nebulous whole.  To the 

extent that we have gathered understanding of the difficulties inherent 

in vision, the results have certainly been relevant. Whether they are 

applicable in the context of future, complete vision systems, is a 

different consideration. 

Renearch in this field has been more or less confined to an Realized 

world of objects whose surfaces are all planar.  The rationale behind 

this is twofold. Such objects are comparatively easy to represent in a 

colter, and many every-day mampulatory tasks, interesting from the 

standpoint of Artifi.ial Intelligence, involve such cojects. 

The implicit assumption has been that from this kind of first 

approximation to computer vision we should be able to build more 

generally applicable systems 

^^^^^. 
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3,0 

Such assumptions are dangerous, in my opinion.  The confinement to 

planar faced object? has invited all kinds of Klugery and speciaI-case 

analysis that is completely irrelevant to perception of more general 

objects. 

Hany people have elected to further limit the scope of n.eir research to 

the segmentation of ideal line-representations of scenes, in terms of 

their constituent object-interpretations.  While that subproblem is by 

no means trivial, and certainly eluc,dating in its own right, it uou I d 

seem not immediately relevant to the intensely practical realities of 

computer vision, even in the restricted context. 

The seeming sm-plicity of the subproblem (dealing with planar faced 

objects) has seduced us into attempting solutions uith limited 

machinery, usmg restrictive assumptions and special-case heuristics.  1 

think this is unfortunate, but majbe a "necessary" way to develop this 

young field of research. 

Vision is a hard problem.  I guess we have •(I learned from the lack of 

spectacular results so far. 

This section deals nith related history in computer vision, describes 

the mad quest for the Perfect Line-drawing (alias Pimpernel), and 

discusses hierarchical (local decision) versus model driven schemes. 

ie 
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3.1 

3.1 BRIEF PERSPECTIVE ON RELATED EFFORTS 

Is He  in Heaven .(?).    |a He  in Hell   . (?) 

That damned elusive Pimpernel?!" 

[Roberts 19631: 

For current purposes  the history of computer vision starts Mlth Roberts. 

His MOTK covered the complete spectrum,   from camera output  to  three- 

dimensional   interpretation,  and is  in that  sense a unique effort.    Host 

other  uor.   |n computer vision,   so  far.   has dealt uith subsystems.     But 

even Roberts paid scant attention to the pre-processing stages of his 

swstem.   concentrating on  the aspects of handling representations of 

three-dimensional   objects. 

Using a  facsimile scanner on a photograph of   the scene  to provide 

Picture   input,   he  then deploys some fairly simple heuristics  to abstract 

a connected   line-dra.ing  from the original  raster.     The program 

subsequently finds all  uell-shaped regions,  and attempts to match 

constellations of  such regions uith similar constellations recorded  for 

the  three-dimensional   models.    This   is performed  in a series of  steps, 

each one performed uhen  the Prev,ous one y^lds no results,   and each one 

requiring   less   information than the previous one: 

1. Using regions around a vertex. 

2. Using regions surrounding a  line. 

3. Using a region and a third  line from one vertex. 

4. Using a three-line vertex. 

11 
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3.1 

Note that step 4 signifies a liberation from the requirement for well- 

shaped regions, but since 4 points are enough to determine a perfect 

partial projection of any of his models, this easily leads to forbidding 

combinatorics and nonsensical interpretrtions in non-trivial scenes. 

A fixed set of 3 models (parallelepiped, wedge, hexagonal prism) is used 

and. given the key match, the picture and model points are "cycled 

around" in order to "line up the order of the polygons".  If the orders 

can be matched, a list of equivalent point-pairs is created, the 

transformation from the 3D model to the scene representation is 

computed, as uell as the error of fit.  If the match is acceptable the 

lines belonging to the object projection are removed from the scene, and 

the process i terates. 

The treatment of composite objects, or rather, the interpretation of 

complex objects as conglomerate-; of instances of his simple models, is 

of particular interest. Uhen a picture polygon is divided during the 

process of back-projecting an object, lines inside that region - and 

belonging to that object - are inserted, and that fact is remembered so 

that a linkage of the parts of a composite object may be obtained.  Such 

objects may then be back-projected in any position and under any 

rotat i on. 

The models are not fixed as to size, so that any right-angle 

parallelepiped uould match his "cube"-model, for instance. They are 

fixed as to skew, however. 

12 
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3.1 

To sun, up. Roberts uork conotitutes an important initial effort.  His 

nrogram uorked on very simple scenes under ideal conditions.  The 

preprocessmcj heuristics are not sophisticated enough to handle complex 

scenes, and the matching program seems highly dependent on perfect line- 

drauings.  The program also seems dependent on the fixed set of models, 

sc that the incorporation of a neu model uould require program changes. 

This drauback ,3 somewhat offset by allowing for composite objects.  The 

treatment of such objects, and the three-d.mensional manipulations, are 

particularly interesting. 

Quoting Roberts: "The biggest brtfh of th.s investigation, ho.ever, is 

an increased understanding of the possible processes of visual 

percept ion." 

[Guzman 19G8]: 

qui te The Mjor contribution of Guzman uas the demonstration that - for quit 

complex scenes - assuming essentially perfect I ine-dra.ings uithout 

fhailous or other irregularities - ont may very often infer 

interpretations in terms of projections of three-dimensional objects 

(body segmentation), using a rather limited set of chiefly local 

heuristics based on the properties of the vertices in the scenes. 

Using such heuristics. MMk or strong links (depending on the vertices 

in question) may be established netween regions across lines. Regions 

are subsequently grouped together into "nuclei" according to the nature 

of such links, and the final nuclei constitute the body interpretations. 

13 
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3.1 

Little global  context   is used,  and  that   is provided  in a  limited way by 

mechanisms  for   link   Inhibition  in some contexts of T-joints,   and  for 

link  creation   in cases of matching T:s   (continuing,   obstructed objects). 

A body may  sometimes oe correctly   identified even  though an  interior 

line be  missing,   provided  the resulting regions get   linked  together 

strongly  enough. 

By  the  came  token several   objects may be clumped together   into one,   due 

to missing  exterior   lines. 

Basing  segmentation on the formation of   links between regions makes  this 

program  very sensitive  to  imperfections. 

Thus Guzman's program  is dependent on a very clever preprocessor, 

unreal istically clever,   in fact.     I  shall  get back  to  that subject   later 

in  this  section.   Jwl   let us just   list  a  few  things such a preprocessor 

is supposed  to be able  to do.    It must produce an essentially perfect 

iine-drawing,   that   is,  eliminate  lines caused by shadow effects   (as tell 

as other  spurious  lines).     It must also  insert missing  lines,   and group 

together   lines   into vertices correctly,   since  the proper   links would 

otherwise not  he  formed.    No small   task! 

The results of Guzman's work seemed   impressive.     His program 

successfully analyzed very complex,   carefully constructed scenes.     One 

tends  to   forget  that   those scenes are not  "live",   and  that  the results 

are   in   that  sense not   immediately and   implicitly relevant   to  the 

practical   problem of  computer  vision. 

14 
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CUinston  1970] 

■I "Uli" I I" I" 

V, 
Base, on perfect (5unthet,cl , ine.drauing8 ^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ 

pros.ra, uaf ü5ed „, Uin5ton ,„ , ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ 

.«r«f«r.l(M. and iearns ,^.„..1 ascriptions fr0l„ exa.ples. 

Since „Uz.an seveca, peopie ne.e chosen „ uork on the sa.,e ^^^ 

na.e,u .ne in.erp.e.a.ion of an es.en.iaii« penfeo, ,i„e.*auing ,ui.h 

or MitKeut snado. linesl as a conglo.,erate o< objects, 

lOrban 1978)! 

0 
Orban provioeo see shadou-e, i.i.at i„g beocistics tba, couid be used in 

conju„ction „itb CuI.an.s progra., ,„ , preprocessing ^  ^^ 

heuristics uece iocai in nature and based on the observation that joints 

caused b9 shadous o.ten are K,. and f... and tha, such joints are often 

chamwise linked together. 

[Huffman 1969] &   [Cloues 1971]: 

These tuo authors ripvicow law^ni 
dev.sed labelhng schemes to catalogue the possible 

interpretations of vertirp« thov » 
vertices that may be found in perfect, shadowless 

Ime-dramngs of scenes of trihedral objects  Such lahpM- uujeexs. iuch label!mgs may serve 
to provide more global contexts for segmentation processes. 

Such and related concepts .ere utilised by FalK and expanded by Wa,t2. 

15 
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3.1 

[Falk 1978]: 

In the context of the Stanford Hand-Eye Project [Feldman et al 1969], 

Falk embarked or the devolopnent of programs to "interpret imperfect 

line-drawings as three-dimensional scenes". 

Utilizing a vertex labelling scheme related to Huffman's ideas, Falk 

devised heuristics for body separation, which work for more general 

scenes than those of Guzman, in asmuch as some cases of missing lines, 

or parts of lines (at object intersections), do not cause the program to 

make erroneous decisions. 

After body separation, such lines may subsequently be detected and 

inserted.  The program uses the vertex labels to form links between the 

lines in the drawing, and the bodies are defined in terms of such links. 

The assignment of regions to objects, and possibly of dividing regions 

between objects, is a secondary problem. 

Note that ba ing segmentation on links among Iine9, rather than between 

regions, makes this approach less error sensitive than Guzman's. 

Following body segmentation, some simple heuristics are used in 

ctottraining occlusion rtittlorw over the scene, and the extracted bodies 

(which may be partially occluded) are completed as far as possible, 

based on co M i near i ties and extension-vertices. 

Base edges are then found, and support relations are inferred. Such 

data is used in the determination of locations in space, below. 

IB 
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3.1 

The recognition part of the systen, «ork. uith a procjran^ed set of fixed 

size .odels. for uhich the numbers of faces and vertices are stored for 

each afferent *\m,  along „Jth the nunmer of sides for each vigibie 

face. Such properties are compared uth those of bodies in the scene, 

giving a certain Mst of possible matches for each body. Secondari ly! 

the nature of the .egions is useo in order to reduce such lists, and ihe 

final choice is based on physical properties - lengths and angles - 

uhich are co.puted fro. the .onocular view, usmg hypotheses of ground 

Plane or object support. The use of objects supporting objects (fiat on 

top) represents an extension of Roberts uotk,   uhich oniy used the ground 

Plane assumption.  If an object cannot be recognized, a second attempt 

is made, using relaxed parameters. 

-ons in space of the recognized objects are nou 
The identi ties and locat 

knoun. and the objects may be back-projected and compared uith the 

original I ine-dra.ing. Techniques akin to these of Roberts are used 

here, including a fairly 8lBpla hidden-line eliminator. The 

correspondence of the original and proiected drawing is evaluated, line 

for line, based on some parametric tolerances regarding the number and 

nature as ue I I as the closeness of comcidences betueen original and 

back-projected I ines. 

Falk's program is related to both Roberts' (the use of models) and 

Guzman's (the implementation of body segmentation).  The combination of 

those technigues is an mte-esting idea.  The program is somewhat less 

error sensitive and more practically useful than Guzman's, and it has 

been successfuMy demonstrated on live data luting a preprocessor coded 

17 
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by yours truly).  Houever, due to the way segmentation is inplernen ted - 

unrelated to recognition - it shares the weakness of Guzman's program 

(to a great extent) of bfing unable to cope with realistically imperfect 

line-drawings.  Like that program, it is shadow and noise sensitive. 

[Waltz 1372]: 

The concepts of vertex label ling intrcduced by Huffman have been 

extended by Ualtz. who not only hancllos. but actually also utilizes, 

shadows in the process of segmenting the scene.  Here, too, the original 

data is a line-drawing, which is assumed essentially perfect.  The 

following is a brief sk?tch of how the program works. 

First the vertices in the scene are labelled according to all their 

possible interpretations, given that the scene consists of convex, 

trihedral objects. Each label at a vertex assigns a specific label to 

each one of its lines.  Such line labels cover most of the possible edge 

interpretations m a three-dimensional scene (convex, concave, bounding, 

obscuring, crack, shadow), and they also cover the lighting conditions 

on the sides. 

Utltl now applies a filtering program which checks the inter-consistency 

of the two sets of vertex labels for each line, deleting inconsistent 

labels (i.e. where the line labels could not agree).  This filtering 

program was found to assign unique labels in a surprisingly large number 

of caser.  If the labelling is not unique, a full tree-search for 

consistency is performed over the entire scene, and inconsistent labels 

are deleted. 

18 
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3.1 

The resulting labelling deter„,ines the seg.entat ion(s) of the scene  If 

not unique, the labelMng gives rise to several possible 

interpretations, which is one of 

doesn't jump to conclusions. 

the strong points of the program.  It 

Waltz« MOrl. centals so.e of the more amazing case analysis I have seen 

The specificty of labelMngs aids in the segmentat.on process, but a.so 

^es the program senS,tive to .„perfections in the I ine-dra.ing.  The 

program hand.es sha^s. in fact categorizes them as such, but those 

have to be consistent as .ell as tne rest of the lines.  In other .ords 

«• st, I I have essennally the requirement for perfect I ine-dra.ings. 

though this time uith (perfect) shadows. 

Some faciimes for deaMng with missing lines are included in the 

program,  hore precsely. the case of a missing interior line of an 

object is treated, simply by including such 

m the label I ing scheme. 
special case pnssibilities 

M.lt.- prcgra,,, is so Ur   .h. »OS, eiaoo.a.e line-drauing seg„enter in 

e.,s„nce.  I, represents a radical depSrtUre fro» eani.r nocal- 

Hauris.ic) scPe.,es, i„ th.lt the entire conte«, is uti,i2.d a„d the scene 

II interpreted a, a „hole. Tna, is an inportan, achieve.ent. in „„ 

opinion. 

However, in order to be practically useful, t 

unreal istically clever preprocess 

he program would requi re  an 

or.   a need  it  shares with a I 

segmenters discussed here  so  far.     It 
is dependent  on very special   rul es 

13 
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3.1 

regarding  the  labels   (shadows,  background,  etc.).   which 
makes i t error 

sensilive.  Furthermore the order in uh 

may be crucial to the final result. 

ich the label Iing is performed 

This concludes the discussion of systems based on the assumption of 

essentially perfect or al.ost perfect Iine-orawings (with or without 

shadows).  Comparatively tew people have ventured into the messy 

realities of I,ve scenes - fewer have emerged with anywhere near 

spectacular results. 

i) 

0 

Some preprocessors: 

Visual   preprocessors have been constructed by Binford   [Binford 1978]. 

Brice and Fennema   (Brice & Fenneua 1359],  Hueckel    [Hueckel   1971 | 1973] 

(edge-finder).   Pingle   [PingleS Tenenbaum 1971],   Baumgart   (cf.   end of 

this  subsection),   and others. 

Tenenpaum   [Tenenbaum 1978]   fathered a substantial   thesis on accomodation 

in vis,on.   including  work  on edge   (line)   verification and depth  through 

variable  focus. 

My own experiences   in  the field of en 

discussed shortly. 

deavour of preprocessing will   be 

I   shall   here  first briefly deal  with an  interesting heterarchical 

approach  to   the problem,   and with a   limited system  using   learning and 

recognition.     I   shall   also mention an effort regarding vision of more 

general   objects,   and an approach using sequences cf  views. 

28 
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3.1 

[Shirai 1972): 

Shirai constructed a program that tries to find bodies in a scene, 

uorking directly on the digitized picture, and utilizing an initially 

extracted, perfect contour (the background is black, and the objects are 

uhi te) 

The process ,s heterarchlcal. and analyzes the data, looking for lines 

and vertices, mth a general concept of "body" as a guide.  It utilizes 

the information it has already obtained, in order to further complete an 

object.  This is in contrast to hierarchical schemes, where successively 

higher abstractions are formed more or less in sequence, by a hierarchy 

of heuristic processes. 

More specifically, the program looks for ,ines at concave junctions in 

the contour, or in other interesting places. Having found evidence of a 

line, it tracks along that line, looking f,r vertices or extensions, 

determining the implications of its findings as far as the concept of 

object goes.  The global context (of object) enables parameter threshold 

adjustments according to rurrent search contexts. 

Shirai's program is an interesting and promising effort toward a 

heterarchlcal vision system. The idea of having recourse to the 

original intensity information throughout the process of segmentation 

a good one, although not new. of course. 

i s 

The program does not work in the presence of shadows or other 

21 
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3.1 

detrimental   effects,   and   ,5 not general  enough  for concave object8. 

Houever.   in simple scenes,   under   ,deal   lighting conditions,   it  should do 

an adequate  job.     It   is  therefore a member   m the sparsely populated 

class of  practically applicable vision systems.    So   is  the  final   related 

program   to be described here. 

.1 

I 

[Underwood &  Coates 1972] 

This work is related to mine, in that it uses learning and recognition. 

It is a limited vis,on system, working only with single objects, which 

are planar faced and convex. 

Interactively with an image dissector camera, an edge-line-drawing is 

obtained.  Regions are then found and their connectivity investigated. 

During the learning phase, the program is presented with views showing 

all the different surfaces of an object, and it is able tc form an 

internal, complete model based on topology and on certain projection 

invar,ant shape measures for the faces. Those topology models represent 

planar unfoldings of the objects, except for actual surface sizes. 

Equipped with a set of previously learned models, the program is 

subsequently able to match any view of such an object with one or more 

of the models, using the topology and the number of sides of each 

surface in view.  If there are several matches, the shape measures are 

compared in order to form probabilistic estimates of the closeness of 

fit. 

22 
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's-isions^.. it;sn.,itMto5C9nesofsing,eobjects   ^^ 

-option.    ,he preproce5slna |Jhaie ., ,,. pro(jraB  |t ^^ ^ 

m I I   not  work. J 

Th.   icea o.   -learning bü   ,Mkir,g,.   i5 a„ appeal ing ^ 

[Agin 1972]: 

Agin has provided some  interesting  initial  work 

curved obiects.  and the use of 

information. 

on the representation of 

laser ranging  to obtain depth 

A -«, n^c,   is n^en.e,  tnr„ugh  „. „,,.,,  cr08s.sect jons , 

.«1»«.!..     ^^=riSu,ili;edin.applngoutth9surface 

-v3ture.     * —o^^na,^^,,^^^^^^^^ 

»e. y*  in,n„ati0„  ,n the contot „ , ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ 

m  this paper.     I  OefiniteIy agree to that ac   .        .-. 
.     ^ y    9       t0 that as a 900d  'dea.   as  indicated 
m  the section on future work   (Section 12). 

[Baumgart  197A): 

Baumgart's system, which 
'S currently under deve 

o^ views (for instance by rotation) inana(y::ii 

opment. uses sequences 

mg scenes.  Besides being 

<- .««,. ., sna(louä. ,IM. noi6e. „,_ rhe edge.fjnding o( 

preprocessing   I, pasec, OT  threshol!t;„g ^ „^ 
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3.1 

This concludes  the brief  outline of related efforts   in computer vision. 

3.2 OWN EXPERIENCES - THE HAD QUEST 

"line   is a   long and sad tale..." 

As m have seen,   the usual   first  step  in  interpreting a digitized TV- 

raster by computer  (as a visual  scene)  has been to condense  the 

information,   to abstract relevant parts of  it and thus get  a smaller 

database,   and one that   is more conveniently formatted  for   further 

analysis. 

The traditional  way of abstracting and condensing such  information  is  to 

apply a brightness-discontinuity detecting operator over   the entire 

picture,   analyzing a small   fraction of  it at a time.     This provides a 

map of   the relevant parts,   namely uhere  the brightness changes occur, 

and where we may hope  to  find   (for  instance)  outlines of  objects. 

Roberts used this approach,   followed by a  line-f,t.  and   it   is used today 

(ten years   later),   at   the Stanford Hand-Eye Project.     Our  edge-operator, 

however,   is a much more powerful  one  (described in  [Hueckel   1971 4 

1973]). 

The  initial   line-fit  further reduces the database,   further abstracts 

relevant   information,  and  further renders  it a format suitable  for 
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interpretation.  These thmgs are described in not t 

Section 7. 
oo much detaiI in 

Ue nou come to a someuhat crucial 
Point, namely; 

"Ha. ,. the <je,lf,„a, natur, of 5uch ^^ ^^^^^^ To ^ ^ 

^  - «pec, „, r.lu 0„ ,heir ,n(0rn,3ti0„, ]s ev8ruthms u 

should be there? More? 
there, that 

Some alternative answer? are: "Hrn ..". "Yesi", " 

""3ybe(?)", ... 
No!",   "mumble»..", 

I   shai:   get  back   to  those auMtiam    h..«   i.« 
•luestions.   but   let us  for a moment  assume  that 

the   Ime-dramna   is oerfert       Fn  ^ „u 
J        Perfect.     In such | case there are no problems.     Ue 

group  the  lines   into vert^es.   based on the 
ie   (smalI)   intersection 

Kl closed regions.     All   of   that  becomes 
more  cr   less   trivial.     IWver.   th« 

distances,   detect  T-joints,   fine 

region?   (or   lines  and vertices)   a; 
task of   interpreting  the   jumble of 

's a  jumble of objects   is non-trivial 

Uie  have seen several   different  approaches  to  that 

precedi.ig subsection. 
problem,    in   the 

K  -as  tMpU„g.  uhe„ ,  startefl uorking in th|< f|t|a a feu ^s ^ 

on   Mv. sce,^,     fh. H^ecKe,   e^e-,,,,^ M..,M  ,„ , po„er(ul   enough 

lnc.rn.1.«,.    Ue had a coPU o. Cuz.,a,Vs progra,  (bol(Jlu ca||ea „^ 

1   se,  „u,  ,o  .nves.Kja.e *.,  ki„d5 ., re5u,t8 one cou|d „^^^   ^    " 

»h. e^raui„g5 ,0 pro,,,c, ,„ hicjhest ^^^ ^^^  |ins drau. 
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(with reasonable effort),   and  then entrust in 

segmentation. 
g those to 'SEE" for 

A^ingly enough, the prc,ran, I can,e up uith WorKed reasonably «til for 

simple scenes (Grape 19G9 and 1978]. By then it had been elaborated 

considerably. 

The follouing table briefly describes the Meu of the final ver 

that preprocessor « stands for Kluge): 
sion of 

Kl. Edge detection. 

tC.  Initial |ine-f i t. 

<3.     Formation of initial vertices, based on closeness of 

edges. 

M«  Formation of exhoust 
ive cross reference tables, for each 

line-end Meting the best 3 extension intersections. 

blocking lines, possible cuts, nearest collinear ne. 

«.  Using that cro?s reference table to form secondary 

vertices (iterative,y. in a parameter relaxing loop), 

using brightness information as an additional criterion. 

KG.  Grouping of ini ti 
•1. secondary, and final vertices intc 

f i na I vertices   (i.e.   iteratively).   using different 
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3.2 

heuristics according to appearances of the constituent 

vertices.  This necessitated fairly elaborate heuristics 

to prevent the I ine-dra.ing fron, self-destructing, since 

moving a line (to acco.odate a neu  vertex) „,ight cause 

secondary .ove.ents to existing vertices, especially in 

connection uithT-joints.  It uas solved essentially by 

allouing the line-dra.ing to float, only describing the 

connectivity, unt M al I vert ices uere deter.ined. at uhich 

ti^e Ihtir constituent Mnes uere al, .eKjhted to provide 

the best possible vertex coordinates. 

K7.  Finding connected paths, cut 
sides and ins ides. 

K8.  Determining closed r egions. 

K9. Line prediction and ver i f icat ^n. This loop .as based on 

criteria for ue11-shaped-ness of regions, and on 

parallelogram completion.  Predicted lines uere accepted 

or rejected on the basis of the number of edge points 

found mside an elliptic (or sometimes rhombic or 

rectangular) operator of parametric «Jdth, and with the 

predicted 1 ine as main axis. 

K10. Producing the result 
ing line-drawing in the format 

required by "SEE" (also knoun as "Guzmanizing"). 

The final bui Iding block in that vi 

provided by "SEE". 
sion system  (at  that  time)   was  then 
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Note   that  step Occnst^utec) a step a^ay  fro. sepuential 
model is..     The n,odel.   in  this case,  .as 

region.    Note also the  interact 

•sm, and toward 

I the concept of a we I I-shaped 

with the original edge-data. 

In the „,eanti.e Pal. wrote his P.ograni (described ^ i ^ ^ 

^processor was expected to provide „„^   ^     ^ ^^ 

ve-f.cation loop was then unfortunately not yet access.hle for Common 

use. and conse.uentlg FalK had .ore troJble than necessary in ootaining 

scenes on wh.h to demonstrate his prograni. Luckily> ^ ^^ 

.ncorporated facilities fored.ting line-drawings. 

it became increasingly dear to me that the perfect Mne-draw.ng could 

not pe achieved .y a preprocessor Pased on loca, heuristics. Hct 

People in v.ion worK proPaPly agree. Py now.  , never expected to be 

-I« to provide such I ine-dra.ngs in ^ (by a long ^  ^ ^ 

-siness of „v. data exceeded my expectations. Due to distances in 

<N scene, as weM as hardware glitches, one is almost always faced with 

active initial data (for scenes of reasonaole complexity, in such a 

^ay as to uk.  locally ba..ed „.c,,,^ iniposslb|ei ^.^ .f 

nothing else, has demonstrated tne need for glooal knowledge of some 

form, even at the intermediate and low levels of computer vision. 

The next subsection is an attempt to analyze that need for giobal 

-ow^dge. Possible solutions are discussed, particu.ar.y a8 provided 

by the deployment of prototype-driven schemes. 
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i 

3.3 SEQUENT I ALISn VERSUS MODEL ISM 

The follouing is a clarification of the title of th is subsection. 

The term sequentialism refers to the common method of sequentially 

finding successively higher abstractions (starting uith the digitized 

image, and pottibiy ending mth body-segmentation), uhere an abstraction 

phase cannot be repeated at the request of some higher-level procedure, 

using global contexts.  Dec.sions m sequentialism are often of 

necessity based on local contexts. 

By modeliEm I here reter to the utilization of global knouledge at 

various levels (by the use of a concrete set of models, or an abstract. 

cir,ving concept), in such a uay that lou-level decisions may be subject 

to revision, based on the findmgs of higher-level processes, or that 

such knouledge if used to drive those stages in the vision process. 

Ue have noted the assumption of essentially perfect line-dramngs for 

several vision projects described previously.  Those provide examples of 

sequent^lism.  On the other hand, for instance. Shira,'s program uorks 

someuhat in the spirit of modelism. in asmuch as it interprets the 

Picture uith the concept (model) of object as a dr.ver of the process, 

and actively looks for objects in the scene from the beginning. 

The idea of actively looking for things, based on various clues present 

in a tentative initial I ine-drauing of the scene, is the basic principle 

behind the vision system Described in this paper. 
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Let m  now give an example to i I lustrat 

through sequential ism. 
e the difficulties of vision 

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the hazards of locally based deci 

formation of vertices 
sions,   in the 

or   In othermse  interpreting scenes. 

No.  take a  ioo. a, Figure 3.2.  uhicn snous tne co.piete  initia,   iine- 

drau,ng.   fro» uhich  tte Cose-ops  In .„e previpus  figüre are ^^ 

6eing hu.,an.  „a onOarstan,, tnis 5cene very wickl,,  nou ^ ue ^ ^ 

ano,   it.    Bo.  tnatise^c.iy^tit.aKesnereiNotneceasarii^p 
b. homan.  bu.  the aoiiit, t0 5ee 9,063, rela,ionship8i  ^ ^ ^ ^  ^ 

■n.erpre,  t.o.e.   even  in  lh. pre5mcB of spuriou5 ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

of   lines  that   should have been  there. 

TH. pr.ncipies o, no„an vision are not „ecessari,, so.ething ue ^  „ 

-.ate.   in proer  to create a co.puter v.sion syste..    ue „„,,„ 

cooion't.    Bot  .ha. 9reat Master.  Evoiotipn.  nas ha0 a  ,o„g tiM at his 
ci-PPsa,.  ano „e shppio  isarn as .ucH as ppssioie  t™ pUr oUn uau. of 

visual Iy perceiving  the world. 

1   «hin. „e t«d  .0 see the ohp.e Oe.pre the Oetaiis.   as a ru,e.     The 

•MM.. .  have ,«., given certain,, suppprt such a  thepry.    Seeing  the 

.looa,  reiationships.  „e are aoie to correct,,  interpret „r .,...„„ „. 

e.-ents^hepartia,  p.cores.    Seooentia   o, course,  attempts to 

do e«act,g the opposite.  na.,e,g c,assi,g the  ioca,  Cationships.   and 

from  them somehow  to   infer  the whole. 

se 
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Picjure      3,1 

DifflcultlM  in sequential ism 
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Figure     3.2 

Advantages of model ism 
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In naj opinion, and judging fron, .y o.n experiences, sequent i al i sn, is 

doon,ed to faMure. at least in deal.ng .ith reahstically co.plex visual 

scenes.  The concept of global knouledge is crucial, not only at |M and 

intermediate levels (such .s vertex formation) but also at the level of 

three-di.ensional interpretation. Here. g|obal concepts enter in the 

form of support theory, understanding of depth and occlusion relations, 

etc.  Ideally. I think, this should also interact doun to the lower 

levels. 

1 an, no. about to enmark on the n.ain purpose of this paper, the 

presentation of a vision systen, in the n,odelistic spirit.  It learns its 

prototypes, and the understanding of the scenes is based on recognition. 

It tends to see global structures in so.euhat the san,e uay I do. and 

therefore relatively insensitive to imperfections in the scene 

representat ions. 

i s 
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4.0 

4.8 STRATEGY OVERVIEW 

4.1 GENERALITIES 

It should be clear by now that the purpose of the present intermediate- 

level vision system is not to produce a "perfect line-drawing", to be 

further processed by "higher-level" programs.  The perfect(ed) line- 

drauing rather has the character of an optional by-product, which is 

nice to display as a demonstration perhaps, but which ie not necessary 

for the purpose of the computer "understanding" and/or being able to 

manipulate the scene. 

The purpose of the system presented here is to parse the scene, 

"parsing" being defined as determining the nature and location of the 

partaking objects as expressed in their two-dimensional projections.  It 

leaves the aspects of three-dimensional positions and relations to a 

higher-level program, which is as yet non-existent as a whole, but for 

which parts of Falk's work may be adapted (cf. Subsection 3.1).  The 

development of such a system is currently under way at the Stanford 

Hand-Eye Project. 

I shall only briefly discuss the role and reason for the dichotomy into 

different levels of models, the main discussion having been presented in 

Subsection 3.3.  The ILV-system proposed in this paper uses 2D 

prototypes, which are perspectively consistent projections of the 
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4.1 

different vie.s of their parent objects. This .ethocl has the advantages 

of simplicity in representation, ease in feature-extraction and 

convenience in mapping. Basically this system is an experimental subset 

of a possible, more extensive system based on 3D models. From such 

models the 2D prototypes might easily be extracted through systematic 

projections. Some aspects of an extended system are treated in Section 

12.  A detailed account of the 20 models is to be found in Section G. 

The present system runs a complete parse on the entire scene, stopping 

only When the scene is exhausted. One good reason for this behaviour is 

that there is nothing else for it to do. since the higher level (3D) 

package does not exist. Given the presence of such a higher level 

program, it may prove desirable to drive the parse from that extended 

system. with full utilization of the concept of 30 and uith the 

necessary support theorems, etc.. checking each mapping individually. 

The concept of generality has been of considerable importance to the 

author during the course of this undertaking, and the present 20 system 

does (.ithin its scope) have that desirable property.  Input, analysis, 

and learning of prototypes is fully automatic. There is no special case 

analysis (uith the exception of perspectively depenerate vieus) other 

than that .hich is implicit in the structuring of the feature hierarchy 

(Section 6). uhich influences the prediction - verification elements of 

the matching program (Section 9). Perspectively degenerate vieus 

(Subsection G.8) have required some degree of special treatment. 

Since it is out of the question to exhaust all mapping possibilities 

3G 
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between the scene and the prototypes on a randon, basis> the utili2ation 

of eas.ly extracted, easily n.apped and recognized features becomes 

-Perat,ve.  The features sen, as Keys for the etching process, and 
are a,so used throughout ^ ^^  ^  ^^ ^ ^^  ^ 

veri f ication. 

T-"«■•"•«'««„ .Mh.^.,«,.^,,^,,,«,,,,,^^^ 

1.   Prepr eprocessmg (Section 7). 

^-   Parsing (Sec g (bection 8), 

(3.)  Object completion (Section 10). 

The third of those phases is an unimplemented possibility. Each of 

these processes displays some non-sequential behaviour, notably the 

Parser. .h,ch uses a non-sequential (recursive) matching progra.. The 

tern, "non-sequential" is used here to stress that the process is 

different fron, that of "sequential abstractions". 

Hany espies of the proceedings of this system are pr0vided in Section 

11. and I strongly suggest that you taKe a preMminary loo. at those 

no., before continuing in the text U*,Mi you are an ^ ^ ^ 

^at is going on).  This should maKe the rest of the presentation easier 
to follow. 
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4.2 

A.2 STRATEGIES 

Hore precisely the strategy is as folloMs: 

1-   Fit lines to initial edge-data, iteratively and 

conservatively. 

2.   Parse the resulting I me-drauing. in a looping 

process, each time finding the best possible match 

betu.-en elements of the scene and some prototype, 

isolating that mapping, modifying the scene (by 

removing the lines), and iterating.  This process end3 

when there are no more possible mapping?. 

13.J   Bring isolated, incomplete mappings (parts of 

prototypes) back into the scene, one by one. in order 

of decreasing complexity.  Then investigate for 

possible extensions of the mappings (taken one by 

one).  This program could use the same principles as 

(and indeed parts of) the mapping program. 

The thus obta.ned interpretat ^ of the I ine-drauing. as a 2D projection 

of a 30 scene, consists of a set of disioint. possibly only partially 

mapped, prototype instances. 

At this stage it .ould be possible to further Investigate the union of 

these instances, comparing with the initial data, thus determining most 
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4.2 

of the occlusion relationships betueen the different objects. Ue  uourj 

then quite often be able to obtain a corrected (I refrain fron, saying 

"perfect") I ine-dramng.  The reason I have abstained fron, implementing 

such heur,sties i| simply that the program uould not be dependable 

enough, it uoulcl be someuhat klugy In nature, and it .ould be uncalled 

for in the context of an extended system, where such relationships (as 

mentioned earlier) would be much more elegantly and soundly determined 

on the basis of positions in space, support relations, etc. 

For the present the parsing program is non-recursive, i.e. it accepts 

the currently best match between scene and prototypes, amends the scene 

accordingly, and then carries on In the same style with the amended 

scene.  Another possibility might be to introduce recursion at that 

level as well (as the matching level), thus keeping a number of 

different alternative parses around, among which a most likely candidate 

may be chosen (verified). The combinator.es, however, would seem rather 

forbidding, as would stcrage requirements. Furthermore there is no 

sufficiently established need (yet) to uarrant an effort in that 

direction. 

From this strategy overview we now turn to more detailed accounts of the 

component parts of the system. 

        nri..^^^^^ 
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5.0 

5.8 FEATURES 

5.1 INTRODUCTORY EXAnPLES 

The use of features to provide nuipping dues (and matching guides) from 

scene-elements to prototype elements is essential to the system 

presented here.  I shall consequently deal uith these concepts in some 

detai I. 

The general idea behind this system is one of recognizing elements 

encountered before, as parts of familiar things (objects).  After such 

"first impressions" the system proceeds to verify or refute its initial 

theory regarding the identity of the object.  The instruments of "first 

impressions" are called "features". 

The feature hierarchy is based on the (personal) observation that ue get 

strong visual clues (in a 20 image) from the .ay in uhich side regions 

(face projections) of objects come together (information that ue use 

with the shape of the regions in order to make sense of objects). 

Therefore the features have been constructed to contain extensive 

information about region junctions, i.e. the lines (including end-vertex 

constellations) of t.o-dimensional projections (object or prototype). 

Uhiit the features do not contain full shape information, they provide 

enough to serve as strong clues and as guides during the matching 

process. 
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5.1 

In order to avoid IhOUMmN of MOrdf I hasten to give an i I lustrat 

example.  Fujure 5.1 sho.. a scene and some of the features we may find 

in it (heavier I ines). 

I shall also give an example of a prototype and the features it 

contains.  That presentation Hill be followed by more precise 

definitions.  Figure 5.2 .hous a 2D  projection of a parallelepiped.  Ue 

see that the junction of any tu., faces (as given in the projection by 

their common line) and the corner junctions at the ends of their common 

edge (as given by the end-vertices of the line) presents one of only 

three rotationally distinct line and end-vertex constellations (in the 

plane), namely as given by LI. L2. and L3. 

Those line constellations are examples of the basic feature, called 

"line-feature" (abbreviation: LF). and there are three instances of each 

one of them in the figure.  It mil become dear later uhy LI and L2 are 

essentially different.  The LF: s are directional (thisuill be clarified 

shortly), as indicated by the arrows. 

There is one more level in the feature hierarchy, namely the "compound" 

(composite/complex/combined) feature (abbreviation: CF), which is simply 

an aggregate description of two connected LF:s, each of which is a ray 

of the other. Figure 5.3 demonstrates this. 

That description shows how they are connected, and also gives additional 

joint information about opposing rays extending from the extreme ends. 

The CF is a strong discriminator, which may be seen in the prototype 

42 
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Figure      5.1 

Examples of features  in a scene 
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Figure      5.2 

Prototype PAREP and   its  features 
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Figure      5.3 

Line-features make up compound features 
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5.1 

example (Figure 5.2) from the fact that there is one CF (C4 in the 

figure) that coi tains references to all but two of the lines in the 

projection of the parallelepiped.  The CF:s are intended for use 

primarily as initializations (keys) in the matching (mapping) process. 

Figure 5.2 shows all of the five different compound features of the 

RARER prototype. C3 and C5 are essentially different for reasons given 

below. 

Hoping that these examples have provided some of the flavour of the 

feature concept, we now proceed to more formal definitions. 

5.2 FEATURE DEFINITIONS 

The features conform to the following dtftftHlOfltl 

LF8. A line-feature (LF) is an encoded description of certain 

basic, projectively invariant characteristics (in 2D) of 

the combined junctions of the side-regions of two simply 

connected vertices (representing corners in 3D), i.e. of 

a line and its end-vertices. 

CF0. A compound feature (CF) is an encoded description of the 

same properties for three chain-wise simply connected 

vertices, in terms of the LF:s of the two connected 

lines, and additionfI information. 
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The concent  „,  „&„„   inwlwe.  „ ^^  ^ ^^^ 5 6 

■Un^...,.,..  „ S0111e,i.,e5, .„„,, „oneuhat |oM#|yi ^^ interchangeib| 

with "l,ne" when the meanmcj 15 clear. 

No.e that :„ CF. ,he vecUces M, b. connect In a tcia„g,e. ,„ uhich 
c» Ue tJenecany „, three Msica||y „„^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ 

only one. .u, „even u,„ |„ ,„e case „, , ^^ |rlterest ing|y 

enougf,. A Pcoof 0. .nis IS g|ven .a,,. «in Section S.5,. no, 

illustration of the concepts presented here. 

Ue  „roceec, n„u to a description „ the e„coded ^„^  ^^^ 

hW e^p.es). *,«,   De ,,.jll0|ge,J öy ai8cu55ions of ^ of the 

hropert.es 0,   the LF and CF,  Bo,n kinds „ ,eatüre ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

»It. lone uord) o. storage, and are largely handled b, the sa.e 
rout i nes. 

Th I Ime-feature consists of the fol 

the I ine (18 hi tth 
lowing items for each direction of 

LF1.  LF - CF disc riminator (flag), 

LF2. Number of rags forming ,n  angle >m  ^^^ ^   ^ 

the ray) with this end of the parent line. 

LF3. Any of those rays approximate! y =188? 

 —  ^ 
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5.2 

LF4.  Number of rays forming an angle of <188. 

LF5.  Any of those rays approximately -180? 

LF6. Outside angle (< < > > 180^). measured from the last ray 

in ,tem LF2 to the first ray in LF4. either of which may 

be the base line itself. Th.s item shows the convexity 

of the vertex. 

LF7.  Constellation of the two opposing rays on the right-hand 

side of the parent line, traversed from the present end 

to the other.  Viz.. are they converging to this side, or 

diverging? Could they be parallel (allowing for 

perspect ive)? 

item LF7 is of special importance for the prediction aspects of the 

mapping program, as the seouel win show.  Figure 5.4 provides examples 

of LF:s and their encodings. 

The compound feature contains, for each direction of traversal of the 

I ine-pair (18 bits): 

CF1. CF - LF discriminator (flag), 

CF2. LF identifier for first line-feature in this direction 

(refers to a central list of encountered LF:s). 
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LF-itemH   spparated   by   ,,-,, 

LF-l-/l80-l^l«0-<lflO-ronvÄpflr 

(0-1-0-1-0-0-1) 

''pposing  raya 
Bane-line 

4 ■  Oppo 

(0-1-0-1-0-1-1) 

LP-l-/l80-l-/l80->l80-conv&Pa 

sing  rays 

LF-l-/l8O-2-/l80-<l8n-converCinff 

(0-1-0-2-0-0-0) 

Uppoaing   rays 

Oppoaing  rava 

(0-2-0-1-0-1-3) 

LF-2-/180-1-/180->l 80-fl iv&par 

Figure      5.4 

The   line-feature and  its encoding 
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5.2 

CF3.  Direction in which thdt LF is "tr 

the junct ion of the pair. 

aversecl", going toward 

CR.  Position of the other parent line. ecu. around center 

vertex, relative to this parent line.  I.e. (1 + number- 

of-rays-in-hetueen). 

CF5. Constellation of opposing end-rays, similarly to the 

corresponding LF-item. but with additional bits for 

col linearity, and for the direction in which these rays 

(Mould) intersect (out from - or toward - the CF). 

Examples of CFis and their encodings are provided in Figure 5.5. 

Both kmds of feature are subject to an internal ordering, so that if 

the two halfwords (each describing one direction of traversal) are not 

similar (the intuitive meaning is close to the formal definition), they 

are ordereo uith the least halfword first. Similarity ..ill be defined 

mediately following this. Host LF:s are ordered (directional), and we 

shall see that all CFss are directional. Subsection 5.4 treats such 

matters in detai I. 
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5.3 

CP-items   separated  by   "-,, 

CP-LPI-opp-1-convftout 

Opposing  rays 

Opposing ray» 

CP-LPI-opp-2-conv&out&par 

Opposing 
rays : R224R1 

i CP-LFI2-8ame-2-div&out 

LFI2 

R22 

LPI1 Opposing 
R21 

CF-I.FI 1-same-1-convÄout 

Opposing  rays:   Rl   & H21 
Rl 

Figure      5.5 

The compound feature and   its encodinc 
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5.3 

5.3 THE FEATURE SiniLARlTY RELATION 

The basic id»« behind the similarity concept is that we want to be sure 

that two similar features are projectively equivalent, in terms of the 

junctions of their affected side-regions.  The important things here are 

the number of side-regions, their constellations at parent-line end- 

vertices, and also the angular convexities. 

Information regarding shape of regions is of secondary importance and we 

allow some laxity here, as indicated by the definitional exceptions for 

parallei ities and col I inearities below.  This is also inherent in the 

feature implementation, since there are no references to secondary ray 

constellations.  The matching program is of course much more rigorous in 

such matters (Section 9). 

Definitions of feature sir.n Uir i ty: 

LFS.  T^o I ine-features are said to be similar (loosely "equal" 

or "the same") if and only if all the items in the LF- 

definitions are identical, with the exceptions that 

"^ISe"-!terns are ignored, and convergence-divergence 

indicators are ignored in cases of parallelism (for 

opposing-ray items). 

 - 
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5.3 

CFS.  T^o compound features are said to be si mi lar if and only 

if all the items in the CF-üef,nitions are identical, 

except that convergence-divergence indicators (for 

opposing rays) are ignored in cases of paralieiisn, or 

col I ineari ty. 

Figure 5.G motivates the compar.son exceptions in parallelism cases. 

".UT-bltl are ,gnored here, simply because they are not reliable. 

Practically. i.e. in the program, comparisons are performed through 

appropriate masks, using logical operations and shifts.  Thus the 

feature handling is very efficient, and is somewhat in the nature of 

"hardware". From similarity tests we get information about relative 

magnitude of tested features, in the case where they are not similar. 

This .s used as a basis for the mternal ordering of features, as wel 

as for the ordering of central feature reference storaae. 

Figure 5.7 illustrates the situation of similar features but different 

ihapta for non-trihedral objects.  The features in that fi 

s i m i Iar, 
igure are a I I 

ter In   the  case of   trihedrals we preserve  shape relations  to a  greate 

extent,   see Figure 5.8.     The cases where we do not have  fu. I   convergence 

information  for  combmations  of  rays    .  where we have 3 or  4  rays 

extending  from  the same side of  the parent   line. 
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5.3 

OBJECT 

Lad 

PROTOTYPh 

We  want   thp   object   to   match   the   prototype. 

Thus   LPI1   and   LFI2  should  be  judged  »imilar. 

Lscl   and   L8c2  are  diverginu;,   but approximately  parallel 

Lpl   and   Lp2 are  converging,   and  approximately parallel. 

Figure      5.G 

Feature  simi lari t ies 
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5.3 

Figure  5.7 

Similar non-trihedral LF:s 
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Fifjtre      5.S 

Pairs of   similar   wihediol  LF:s 
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5.3 

Let .e point „u,, once .ore, ,nat Ue .o TOt relu on the ,„, or 

(part.al) shape infor.ation apout regions. 

In .he con.e., o, na.ehing (Seo.ion 9, „e uill r.0.e hack t0 „„^ 

•ore precise,« „ the concep, o. >»„,„„ 6i„ilar r.n,-,,,^.., 

Uhlch is used 'or pred.ction porposes ui,hin .ha( process. 

5.4 NON-DIRECTIONAL FEATUHES 

*l»os. all co..onlu encountered (non-degenera.el features are 

directional, i.e. the hait-uords are not si.ilar. Another ter. ,or this 

19 "0rt'ered"- Ue ^ «" *« •'•"►•«. o,  the hauuords uould 
mplw aoou, the line-constellations. Intuitive^ ue uould «pec. 

=y«.ries. andthatispasical^uhatueget. At „as, ,or the LF  u, 

shall shou that there is no such thing M an unord,red CF, 

I" the case o. the non-directional LF the tuo halves a ,iallg the 

ea.e, traversed in oppos.te directions, so that, topplogical,„ at least 

"a get a rotational sg-etrg around the center of the parent line 

Figure 5,9, part (a!, de.onstrates - through stepuise build-up - the 

fact that In order to be non-directional, a conve, trihedral line- 

feature .ust have exactlg tuo rags at each verta« and on each side of 

^e parent iine, uith rag convergence and outeide angie, in agree.ent. 

The figure also indicates so.e of the reasons for the various steps 
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5.. 

(«) 

Hv r)nvrxitv 

..\ 

Hv I.F2 

7 
..V. Hv convfxi tv 

B* LF2 

Armth«>r 
•»xamnlp 

(b) 

Non-tri hodr.tl 
feature 

Figure      5.9 

Non-directicnal  LF:s 
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5.4 

The sa„e figure.  p.lrt   ,„,.  snous , n«.,,,^,,  e),a.p|e of  ^ ^^^ 

topologically rotational ly sgnmetnc case. 

"e no« prove the  .oHo.ing  interesting property ,or co.poond feature.. 

Theorem 1: 

All compound features are directional (internally orJered). 

This theorem .11 | be a d,rtct consequence of ^ fo| |oging ^^ 

NDCF.  If a compound feature is to be non-directional, the 

two parent lir-s muFc bo coll inear. 

Proof of assertion NOCF; 

Let ... assume that the parent lines are not col linear (see Figure 5.18). 
Ue ther have: 

(1) The LF!S r„ust be similar (this is obvious fron, CF2). 

(2) The LF:s must be non-directional. 

Figure 5.18 (a) sho.s the parent line-pair. Let us assume, in 

contradiction to (2). that the LF:s are directional.  Their internal 

ordering relative to the center vertex must then be the same (from CF- 

def. item CF3).  This is indicated by the arro.s in (p) of the fig.  The 
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5.4 

(b) 

,,) 

(c) 

Figure    5.18 

A non-col Mnear CF   is directional 
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5.4 

lines L3. L4, L5, ... are neeued one by one according to the follow 

argument. 

ing 

The need for the existence of line L3 arises from the fact that the 

center vertex represents the same constellation for both LF:s.  However, 

nou ue must have line L4, based on rays-in-betueen-parent-l Ines (CF4). 

After this we need L5, by the previous argument. Etc, etc.  Clearly 

this process never ends, whereby we infer a contradiction. 

Thus (2) has been proven. 

Part (el in the same figure shows the case where the LF:s are unordered. 

Lines L3 and L4 are necessary because constellations for LI and L2 

(resp.) must be rotationally symmetric. Next we find that the LF:s are 

no longer similar, which we try to remedy by inserting L5, LG, c^nd L7. 

From then on the argument is brought back to case (b) and the ceiter 

vertex. 

He arrive at a contradiction, wnich proves NDCF. 

All we need to do now to previ the theorem is to remember that the LF- 

definition groups col linear rays on the "<188"-8ide (LF4), and that we 

are not making a special case of the col linearity. 

Lining up two copies of the final feature in Figure 5.9 (a) gives an 

idea of what an unordered CF Right Kave looked like, had it existed. 

The subject of degenerate views is treated in the prototype context, 

Subsect ion G.8. 

Gl 
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5.5 

5.5 SHE RESULTING FEATURE IDIOSYNCRASIES 

It may be seen no.,   that the LF-.ncodincjs for the tuo constellations LI 

and L2 in Figure 5.2 are completely different, bemg ordered in opposite 

directions to start uith. as Figure 5.11 demonstrates.  This is very 

well - they should be - since the tuo   line-constellations are 

essentially different. There is ro „ay in .hich one of them can be .ade 

to cover the other by a rotation-translation (in tuo dimensions), a 

basic inherent principle of the matching process. 

Taking the line-constellations by themselves, as conglomerates of lines 

in space, m  may achieve a match by also rotating one of them in a plane 

at an angle to that of the page.  Tms .ould correspond to looking at 

the back of the object.  In the general case, of course, ue know nothing 

about the back of an object, and can make no assumptions regarding its ' 

features.  If the back differs, a different 20 prototype is created f, 

that vleu.  The same line of reasoning applies to the CF:s. Cl and C2. 

for 

Ue have noted that CF:s are directional, and that the number of rays 

from one parent line to the next. ecu. around the center vertex. is one 

of the distinguishing ,tens of information.  Houever. the convexity of 

the angle between the parent lines is not (for any direction of 

traversal), and we now proceed to show the reason for omitting it. 

G2 
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5.5 

Theorem 2: 

Tue  similar   (Subsection 5.3)   compound  features have the same annular 

convexity of  parent   lines at   the center vertex  in the directions of 

traversal. 

Proof: 

Assume that all partaking features are directional. Theorem 1 

(Subsection 5.4) shoued that the CFss are. The case where the LF: s are 

not is handled analoguouslu to that case in the proof of Theorem 1. 

Figure 5.12 illustrates the steps below, with parts I and II showing the 

actions in parallel. Assume that the CFts consist cf the LF:s LFU and 

LFI2 (those may or may not be similar). Since LFU is directional, and 

we Know that the LF direction bits (CF3) in the CF:s must be equal, the 

two instances of LFIi are both pointed the same way with reference to 

the center vertices, as indicated by the arrows in the figure.  But then 

items LF2 and LF4 in the line-feature definition (Subsection 5.2) 

necessitate the presence of the lines LI and L2, respectively, as shown 

in the second step, (b) in the figure. 

Now item CF4 (orbital distance) needs line L3 In order for CFI1 and CFI2 

to be simi lar. Then LF2 and LF4 demand L4. etc. Ue reach a state of 

contradiction, since we can never satisfy the CF de'lnition and the LF 

definition simultaneously. 
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5.5 

(^ 

<> 

LF_0-/l80-1-/180->180-.. ..".par 

LP-2-/180-0-/180->l 80-d i v 

LF-itPTiB   separat.pd   by   "-" 

LF-0-/180-2-/180->l 80-. . .&par 

LF-1-/180-0-/180->l 80-(1 i v 

--6 

: 

o 

Figure 5.11 

TNO non-similar LF;s 
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5.5 

(•) (b) LI 

II 

LFI2 LFI2 

'II 

LPI2 

LFI1 

II 

LPI2 

L2 

LPI1 
L2 

Figure 5.12 

CF:s and angular convexity at center 
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b.b 

This concludes  the proof. 

As  a  further   illustration of   feature   idiosyncrasies we now prove   that, 

in  the convex  trihedral  case,   for   three   lines  forming a  triangle   (within 

a  structure of other   lines),  we get either  three similar CF:s or   three 

mutually different ones,   never  two similar,   with the  third non-similar 

to  those. 

Proof: 

(Refer to Fig,re 5.13). Part (a) illustrates the case of one LF and one 

CF only. Now (part (b). rays ouitted) assume that the CF:s L1&L3 and 

L2ÄL3 are similar (other cases are treated analoguously), with two 

different LF:s present. Then, by Theorem 2. we get a contradiction on 

angular convexity. 

It follows that the LF:s must all be the same, and that the CF:s are 

traversed L:äL3. L2&L1, as ihoun in part (c) of the figure.  In order to 

have L1IL2 non-similar to the others, we must add at least one line 

somewhere, say L4. Part U) exemplifies this, for a direction of LFU 

of LI. But if tne line-features are all similar, we must insert L5 and 

LG (and then more), as shown in (e). However, this would be impossible 

in the case of a convex trihedral, unless the extra lines are positioned 

symmetrically. But in that case the CF:s would all be similar again 

(part (f)).  The case where LFU is non-directional is treated 

analoguously. 

This concludes the proof. 

: 
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5.5 

(a) (b) 

LPI1 

LPI1 

(c) 

LFI2 LFI1 LPI1 

LPI1 

vV 
(d) 

L2   / \   L3 

6 ^r 
LI 

L4 

Figure 5.13 

Triangularly connected CF:s 
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5.5 

(a) 

\ 

(b) 
(c) 

Figure    5.14 

Triangle uith exactly  tuo similar CF:s 

es 
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5.5 

Ficjure 5.14 shows uhy the assert.on does not hold for non-tr i hedral 3. 

The Mnes LI. L2. L3 all have identical LF:s.  The CF:S I1&L2 and LUL3 

are sinnl.r. uhere.s L34L2 is in a class by itself.  Tne discri.inating 

item here is CF5 in the feature definitic,. 

Ue now proceed to a discussion of project jective mvanance. 

5.6 PROJECTIVE 1NVARIANCE 

' 

This is a batic idea behina depending on one single 2D prototype for 

each essentially different view of an object (cf. Section 12). and 

behind the construction of the features (and proto'.ypes). 

Def i ni t i on: 

Let C2 stand for the total class of two-din,ens,onal perspective 

projections in which the same given face5 of an object are visible. 

Ue shall show that both LF:s and CF:s are projectively invariant over 

C2. given certain rather liberal constraints. 
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5.6 

Ref c-rnruj Ix.ck   to  the  totur« cttfinitionf   (Subsection 5.2),   it   is  easily 

seen  that   the   follomng LF-Hw«  are    nvaridnt  over  C2: 

PH.     LF2 and LF4   (constrained   to   triheärals). 

PI2.     LF2+LF4   (not  constrained  to  trihedrals). 

PI3.     LF3 and LF5  (in the case of  strict equality,  and then 

const-ained to  tnhedrals).     These hits are  ignored  for 

present  purposes   (used  for  degenerate  vieus.   see next 

sect ion]. 

PI4.     LF7   (under  reasonable projective  constraints,   see below). 

Thus   the complete LF   is projectiveiy   invariant  over C2.   with  the 

constrrnnts  above.     It   follous  that   (uith  the  san,e reservations)   the 

following CF-i terns are   invariant: 

PIS.     CF2 and CF3. 

PiG.     CF4. 

PI7.     CF5. 

That is. tne complete if.   as uell. is invariant und: the sanie 
condit ions. 
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5.6 

Proofs of essential points above: 

PP11.  Otheiuise a ray uould hove to shift over the extension 

of the parent line, which means that a previously seen 

face of the object would disappear.  This is not 

necessarily true for non-trihedrals. as shown in Figure 

5.15, where the top and bottom views require different 

models. 

PPI2.  By the same argument (also in the general convex case). 

The reasonable constraints for PI4 are: 

If the rays are parallel in space, tne projections should still be 

within a liberal tolerance of being parallel.  This is true where Mt ar« 

not too close to the degenerate case. 

Otherwise the two rays, or their extensions, intersect somewhere (only 

the case where there really are two rays on the same side of the parent 

line is practically relevant), and we stipulate that the triangle with 

the base line as one siae and the intersection of the rays as the 

opposing vertex, not extend oeyond the plane of the observer (lens 

plane). 

The latter case is illustrated in Figure 5.1G. The shaded area shows 

(in 2D) where the observer must be situated in order for the projection 

to stay in C2.  The object might be a truncated wedge, seen (by the 
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5.G 

Figure   5.15 

Trouble-causing non-trihedral 
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b.b 

Figure 5.16 

Projective constraints 
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S.6 

observer,   not   the reader]   from lefffHnerf acove  and beyond,     Ue  note   that 

for  observer  01.   the   line Li   seems   longer   tnan L2.   and  thus   that   the 

connectlnc)   lines uould MM  to convercje awaj   from  this observer.     For 

observer  02,   however.  LI   seems shorter  than L2,   and  the connecting   lines 

seem to diverge,  as  they should,  and as  the  two-dimensional  prototype 

should   indicate. 

The condition  for  PI'',   is öiuays sufficient   in order   to preserve  the 

convergence  -  divergence properties as expressed   in  the projection of 

the  triangle.     If ue get closer to the object,  divergence may degenerate 

into c .mvergence   (or vice versa),   as we nave seen.     In  the practical 

case  tills condition should very seldom be violated,   and   if  so,   then  for 

"border-line1'  objects with edges deviating only narrowly  from being 

para I lei. 

5.7 SPECIFICITY ANO FEATURES 

it  mau ne  of   some   interest   to dwell   shortly on   the question of  how much 

or  hou   little   information ue would want  a  feavure  to contain,   leaving 

aside   the  considerations of  convenience   in  storage and handling,   etc. 

The contention,   naturally,   is  that  the if and CF contain the proper 

amounts,   opart   from being obviously convenient   to handle. 

Looking at   the LF.   there really  isn't  much  more   inforiiation around, 

given  that  ie  want   to preserve  the projectlve   inv?, lance.     Bu+   two 

additional   iteins might be  Included,   namely: 
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5.7 

LFA1.  Connectivity of outgoing rays (ex. triangle). 

LFA:. Convergence-parallelism-cJivergence for all combinations 

of rays on the same 3ide of the Dase-line (not just the 

two opposing raysi. 

The reasons ue  do not want LFA1 are. first, that (in the scene 

representation) the connectivity of the rays may be obscured by other 

objects, in which case the features would not match - and. secondly, 

that there really .s no need for it in the matching program, since that 

process uses the connectivity of ehe prototype as a template. 

LFA2 might be more useful, mostly In the case of non-trihedrals.  For 

example, in Figure 5.17 the lire-feature of the bottom line is the same 

for all three objects.  Ir„p lement ing LFA2 would be slightly painful, 

since we get a commnator ial amount both of storage and of handling. 

The second reason agamst LFA1 i, still a good one here, complemented by 

the fact that the prototype acqu.sition program generalizes on 

parallel,t.es. .nd that such information is used in the mapping process, 

as we shalI see. 

Ue would not want less, on tne other hand, since all the infermati 

necessary (to the present system) in order to provide power of 

discrimination and predict.on (Section 6 - prototypes, and Section 9 

matching). 

on i s 

imilar arguments hold true in the case of the CF. In Section 6 we 
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5.7 

Figure 5.17 

Secondary ray-constellations 
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1 

5.7 

shall   deal  nith  son.e additional  aspects of  features,   such as  their 

uniqueness propert.es as keys   into prototypes. 
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G.8 

G.a   PROTOTYPES 

G.l GENERALITIES 

The handling of  prototypes,   like  features,   is  fully generalized and 

automatic.     This   is  true   for acquisition as well   as   for   their  use   in  the 

matching process.     The  prototypes are perspectively  consistent   t«0- 

di.ensional  representations of views 0f objectS  in space.    All  objects 

are assumed planar-faced and convex. 

Ue are not   imposing a restriction to trihedral   objects,   but additional 

prototypes may be required here,   as we have seen  in Subsection 5.G. 

Note  that  the restriction  to convex objects has nothing  to do uith the 

basic structures of   the  features and prototypes.     Those *>« quite 

general   and would handle concave objects as ueli.    No.   the reason for 

thlf restriction   is simply  that concave objects give rise  to an 

aoundance of  weird view,   (self-occlusions,   vertex coincidences,   edge 

alignments.   ...     you name   it),  each of which would require   its own 2D 

Prototyp«.     They would also   introduce difficulties   in  the  for« of 

partial  matches. 

Those circumstances would rapidly make the parsing strategy unworkable, 

due  to overwhelming combinatorics.    Experiments with an L-beam   (two 

equally wide parallelepipeds  "glued"  together   into an L)   have borne  this 

out. 
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G.l 

An extension to conca 
ve objects „ag b. b3setl on regarding such objects 

as co-posec, o, several conve, pacts (ef. .Roberts) in Subsection 3.! 

and Section 12). 

Tbe nodeis ace based on extended topologica, egui.aience (inciuding 

convergence- and para, ie, ,s.-proper, ies) and are tberetcre verg 9e„era, 

Tbus one singie prototgpe is used to represent .11 non-degenerate vieus 

of parallelepipeds, including skeued ones.  The final object 

dlassificatipn. in an extended sche.e. uould take place in a context of 

three-ciimensional models. 

I! "ould have been „dssible to use 3D .odels exclusivelu, ui,h a 

projection-generating, feature-extracting progra. „or.ing directlg on 

»hose, and using back-p,n.ections for purposes of .atching.  Ibis 

possibilitg has been tested theoretical Ig and. uhile conceptual Ig 

appealing, uould see. to introduce additional difficulties concerning 

generalitg and sensitivi.g „ error. A discussion o, related subjects 

can be found in Section 12. 

G.2 INTERNAL REPRESENTATION 

The internal structure of a prototype is Pased n,ainly on its constituent 

Imes. and that infor.at.on (Pelo.) is stored in a shared structure 

Pointed into by every prototype, since the number of lines varies 

between models. 
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S.2 

The fol lomncj basic it 
ems are stored tor each model: 

PI.  Name (string). 

P2.  Number of vert ices. 

P3.  Number of | ines. 

P4,  Pointer into I ine-ref erence storage. 

The followi 

of storage) 

ng is the information for each line in 
a prototype (3 word« 

PL1.  End-vertices. 

PL2.  Pointers to next lines (ecu.) at 
end-vertices. 

PL3.  Uhich side (if any) is part of the object contour. 

PL4.  Line-featur 
e equivalence class (explained below). 

PL5. Line para I lei i t 

below). 

y class and length class (also explains 

PL6.  Line-feature identifier, and the LF itself f 

reference. 

or easy 
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The lines are ordered (directed) the sane as their line-features. «nH 

both lines and vertices are assigned an internal labelling.  This makes 

PL1 through PL3 meaningful, and makes it possible to reference every 

elemenf of 0 model. 

B.3 LINE-FEATURE EQUIVALENCE CLASSES 

Let us for a moment contemplate the somehow familiar object in Figure 

B.l. Let us assume that, somewhere in the scene, we have found the CF 

depicted at (b) in the same figure.  The natural thing to say is: "Aha. 

ii fits precisely on LP1 and LP3 in the model..".  This is true, but the 

CF fits equally well on LP3 and LP2. or on LP2 and LP1.  These are 

distinct lines in the internal representation of the prototype, as MM 

noted above. 

Looking at the figure, however, one realizes that all of those three 

initial mappings are equivalent, in the sense that the topology context 

(including parallelisms and convergence properties) is the samo for each 

one of the three line-pairs.  This can be clearly seen by turning the 

page around, and using in turn LP4. LPB. and LPB as the bottom line of 

the object. Note that the different parallelepipeds in Figure 8.2 

essentially (but for proportions) differ only in the angle of viewing. 

They are in the same C2 (Subsection 5.6). 

This leads us to the conclusion that, having investigated th le mapping 
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Figure  G.l 

PAREP ana eauivalence classes 
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Some C2 - Same prototype 
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8.3 

L1«L2«LP1«LP3, there is absolutely no sense in bothering with 

L1«L2«LP2«LP1, since the result will he no different from the first one. 

Z 

Ue say that the line-features of LP1. LP2. and LP3 are equivalent, or in 

the same equivalence class. This is true also for the aforementioned 

CF:s, but that fact is not explicitly recorded in the prototioe itself 

(since it contains no CF storage), only implicitly in the central 

feature reference pointer structure (Subsection G.5).  CF: s are not 

formally assigned equivalence classes. Of course the equivalence of 

CF:s is contingent on the equivalence of their LF:s. as defined below. 

Note that the concept of equivalence class is meaningful only in the 

context of a specific prototype. Ue proceed now with the formal 

(recursive) definition. 

DEFINITIONS: 

X 

Two lines (line-features) of a prototype are said to have the same 

equivalence classification if and only if the line-features are similar, 

and all lines attached to the two given lines (in the proper cc-wise 

order around the vertices, and in the direction of the LF) belong 

pairwise to the same equivalence-classes. 

I Two line-pairs (compound features) are said to be in the same 

equivalence class if and only if their respective compound feature words 

are similar, and their constituent line-features, taken in the order of 

the internal orderings of the CF:s. belong (pairwise) to the same LF- 

equivalence classes. 
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The follouing algorithm is used in the prototype analyzer to deternnne 

the equivalence classes for line-features. 

ALGORITHN; 

A.  Give the Iines an initial assignment of tentative equivalence 

classes, a different class for each different line-feature 

type, so that the initial condition (feature similarity) is 

satisfied. 

B. For each equivalence class. EQ. the first encountered line is 

nou  assumed correctly classified. Go do.n the list of other 

lines belonging (so far) to EQ. checking whether they conform 

to the definition, using the original line as a template.  If 

a line does not conform, make a note of this, but do not at 

this stage change the classification. 

C.  If there are no changes noted, exit.  Otherwise change all 

marked lines, so that all such lines of a given EQ are 

assigned the same, new, equivalence class.  Iterate from B. 

Note that we cannot effect changes as soon as the need is seen, since we 

might encounter a situation where such action would partially change 

some EQ assignment, thereby obscuring the fact that some pair of 

differently grouped lines should really have the same classification. 

As a matter of taste, we could make the change between equivalence 

classes, but it doesn't make much difference, and the present algorithm 

is convenient for programming reasons. 
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G.3 

Ue now proceed to prove the correctness of the algorithm, and also that 

it provides the minimum-spread such classification. i.e. that two lines 

are classified differently if and only if they do not belong to the same 

EQ, according to the definition. 

PROOF OF ACCURACY OF THE ALGORITHfl: 

From the fact that step B sf the algorithm analyzes the complete 

orototype. testing the EQ-classif icat ions for all lines according to the 

recursive definition, it follows that those classifications are in 

accordance with lne definition, when the algorithm is exited. Otherwise 

step B would be reiterated. 

On the other hand, all lines with an initial assignment to an 

equivalence class .re assigned the same now classification if and only 

if they do not conform to the first line of that class. Furthermore, 

the changes are performed at the same time, just before iteration, and 

do not influence the conformity tests in step B. Thus it is impossible 

to exit with two lines classif:dd differently, unless they should be. 
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6.4 

G.4 PARALLELITY AND LENGTH GENERALIZATIONS 

The prototype analyzer generalizes on two things particularly and 

explicitly (beside, those generalizations inherent in the features), 

viz. parallelity and length, in the following restricted sense: 

Gl.  Two lines in a prototype are said to be in the same 

parallelity class if and only if the smallest difference 

between their angular arguments in some direction is less 

than some given limit, currently 5 degrees. 

G2.  Two prototype lines are B?id to belong to the same basic 

length class if and only if they are in the same 

parallelity class (length class = parallelity class). 

However, we allow two length-categories, one long and one 

short, within each length class. Any line (within some 

length class) will be assigned to the longer category if 

and only if it is longer than 1.25 times the length of the 

shortest line in that length class. 

The chief reason for the use of parallelity classes is prediction, .here 

.e may have to know the approximate direction of a missing lino in order 

to insert a tentative one, or the direction we expect a new line to 

have, in order to be able to discard one that deviates too much. This 

is not always possible on the basis of the line-feature data alone (the 

only feature used throughout the mapping), since the parallel lines may 

sometimes not be simply connected.  It is also convenient for easy 

referencing. 
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S.4 

There are two baeic reasons for the introduction of length classes.  The 

first one is that knowing the approximate length of a line, we may be 

able to quickly der ids whether to believe in it, or to look for an 

extension, or if it seems necessary to divide the line and use only part 

of i t. 

on The second reason is that it gives us a more tangible hold 

perspective, since perspective deformations have less effect on relative 

lengths within parallelity classes than they have on angles.  Figure 

B.3. part (a), shows this clearly. The I ines L3 and L4, while parallel 

in space, have an angular difference of about 45 degrees, whereas the 

effect on the relative lengths of the parallel lines LI and L2 is much 

slighter (somewhat awkwardly expressed), LI being about 1/8 longer than 

L2.  Thus the relative lengths of Li and L2 would not refute the 

assumption that L3 and L4 are parallel, which the prototype demands. 

Using the angle alone, we would have 1.0 set the discriminator very 

liberally, thereby likely introducing erroneous assumptions elsewhere. 

\, 

The truncated wedge in Figure B.3. part (b), indicates the reasons for 

introducing length sub-classes. Ue  are assuming that we wi I I not be 

dealing with objects that would necessitate more than two such 

categor i es. 

Ue shall sometimes talk of "equality-classes" as a collective term for 

these generalizations. 

The concepts above (reasons for -. use of -) will become clearer further 
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(a) 

(b) 

L3 

L2 

LI 

Figure      G.3 

Prototype   line   length-classes 
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6.4 

on (Section 9), in dealing with the matching from scene elements to 

prototypes. Ue shall nou briefly return to the feature structure. 

G.5 CENTRAL FEATURE REFERENCE STRUCTURE 

ThR following is a description of how the feature table is built up. 

with reference to prototype acce>.. Use is made here of the concept of 

equivalence class, so that redundancies are avoided. 

t 

Figure G.4 shows the details of this central feature reference list 

structure. This storage is a complete ordered array of all features 

found in the prototypes, augmented by pointer structures for references 

back to the prototypes. The prototype analyzer ascertains that there is 

exactly one reference from each different line-feature to each model 

that contains that specific LF. and to some line belonging to each 

equivalence class of that LF, within the prototype. 

In the case of CF:s. we make sure there is exactly one pointer to each 

line in the pair of the CF. with similar restrictions to avoid 

redundancy. 

The reference list also contains pointers to all CF:s encountered in the 

scene at any given time of analysis. Therefore the parsing program 

simply goes down the lists, exploring feature matches in order of 

decreasing feature complexity, essentially investigating all initial 

mapping possibi I i t ies. 
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G,5 

Featuri» 

identifier Feature word 

i Feature reference word 

All 
keyg 
tried? 

Complexity 
(number of 

ray«) 

Feature 
is un- 
ordered? 

Pointer to 
scene- 
»ubstruct. 

ZJ 

Pointer to 
prototype " 
«mbstruet, 

End at 
center 

Scene- 
line 1 

End at 
center 

Scene- 
line 2 

Next- 

pointer 

Pointer back 
to prptptype 

Pointer to 
prot. inst. 
Hubstruct. 

Next- 

pointer 

• s o • • o 

Pointer back 
to prototype 

Pointer back 
to feature 

First 
line-end 
at inters. 

Prototype 
line 

Number of items 
in subligt 

Case of compound feature 

First 
prot. 
line 

CF 
inrt 

Second 
line-end 
at inters. 

Second 
prot. 
line 

Case of line-feature 

LF 
ind 

LF equivalence 
class 

Next-^ 
ptr 

Next- 
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Ficjure  6.4 

Central feature reference storage 
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G.5 

Ue shall return to these subjects in the context of the parsing procesSt 

Section 8, which among other things describes the feature extract! 

over the scene. 
ion 

G.G PROTOTYPE ACQUISITION 

As has been pointed out. the acquisition (or "learning") of a neu 

Prototype is fully automated, and all prototypes are treated exactly the 

same.  The followl 

prototype. 

ng is an account of the steps in the input of a neu 

IP1.  Input perspectively consistent I ine-drawing. 

IP2.  Analyze this line-drawing, usi 

package. 

ng, using the pre-process mg 

IP3,  Call +he prototype analyzing program. 

IP4.  Flush the 1ine-draw 

(created in IP2). 

ing and associated data-structure? 
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6.G 

Main actions performed by the prototype analyzer are: 

PA1.  Classify constituent lines in terms of line-features.  If 

heretofore unknown features are encountered they are 

added to the central feature list. 

PA2.  Create compacted topological data-structure for the 

mode I. 

PA3.  Find LF-eqtivalence classes, parallel!ty classes, and 

length categories. 

PA4.  Update LF pointers in the central reference list, so that 

it contains one reference to this prototype (and a line) 

for each combination of LF and LF-equivalence-class. 

PA&.  In parallel with PA4 find CFss, and update the central 

feature list as in PA1, and also update pointer 

structures similarly to PA4 (Subsection 6.5). 

The following are some comments to clarity steps above. 

In IP1 the line-flrawing is given by providing (from the console or via a 

file) the end coordinates for all participating lines. Care must be 

taken to obtain approximate parallelisms where such are desired, and TO 

avoid them where unwanted. By "perspectively consistent", we mean that 

spatially parallel lines should be adjusted length- and ang|e-wiSe by 
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G.6 

some small  amount  in order  to indicat 

that concept   is used  in the match 
e a perspective deformation,   since 

there). 
ing program (Section 9)(and only 

C 

Sometimes ue cannot generalize on such perspective deformations,  namely 

If   those object  faces  (that contain the parallel   lines)   form an exterior 

angle of   less that 270 degrees,   in uhich case .e get a dependence on 

orientation.    Figure 6.5 demonstrates this state of affairs,   in the case 

of a skewed parallelepiped. 

Such   line-drauings could be generated automatically  in a full-fledged 3D 

system,   as   indicated  in Section 12  (future possibiIit.es). 

Step  1P2 entails finding the vertex connections and setting up  the 

normal   cross-reference data-structure.     Such things are treated   later, 

in Section 7. 

After  the   learning of a prototype,  all   that remains  is the  internal 

representation,   not   the  I ine-dra.lng.     This data-structure   (for all 

current  models)   may then be conveniently saved on auxiliary storage      Ue 

n>ay  thus have different sets of models,  which can be used easily and at 

mil.     One mcy conceive of a future system that makes some  intelligent 

use of  such different  sets of prototypes,   trying a new set   if  the 

current one seems  to yield unsatisractory results.     It would  to some 

extent be able to accomodate  itself  to the surroundings.    However,   there 

is no use  for  such a scheme  in the present  system,   but possibly   in a 

more sophisticated one.  where we utilize three-dimensional  models and 
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03 

Skewed parallelepiped restinc on table. 

Orders of apparent lengths „f LI, L2, and L3 for tt.e 

observers at 01, 02, and 03, respectively: 

01: L1-L2-L3  02: L2-L3-L1   03: L3-L2-L1 

The observers are all thought to be in a plane parallel 

to a plane through the center points of LI, L2, and L3, 

Figure  B.5 

Orientation dependent perspective deformat ion 
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have access to depth  information  in  the ar,alysi3 of  the scene   (Section 

12). 

Another possibility  is to have  the program  learn neu prototypes by 

"consistent encountering",   i.e.   by  finding something neW a sufficient 

number of  times tc conclude that  it probably is some object   it  should 

know about.    Such a scheme  is nice because it  is more general,   but   it   is 

also more error-prone,   since we would not necessarily encounter perfect 

(enough)   instances of  the object projections. 

In an extended scheme   (3D)   the prototypes would be given by  the end- 

coordinates of  their edges,  and the acquisition program would generate 

all   different views of  the object   in question,   creating a new 2D model 

whenever  the current projection does not map onto any of  the existing 2D 

prototypes. 

The  next   two sub-sections deal   with  the currently used set  of  models, 

and will  provide some discussion of  the extent  to which objects can be 

conveniently and unambiguously represented through the prototype and 

feature  schenie= given here. 
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G.7 CURRENTLY USED PROFOTYPFS 

In this subsection we refr.r to Figure E.G. which provides a set of the 

most useful (and realistic) models. The most often uf.ed prototypes are 

given in the following table (for a definition of "degenerate", see 

Subsection G.8). 

Ml. PAREP: Parallelepiped (non-degenerate). 

M2. UEDGE: Uedge (non-degenerate). 

h3. DPAREP: Parallelepiped (degenerate). 

f14.  DUEDGE: Uedge (degenerate). 

MB. TUEDGE: Truncated wedge (auxiIiary model) 

In other words we have four 2D prototypes, which represent all possible 

views of our two different objects (not counting the TUEDGE). The 

choice of objects was based on their simplicity and regularity. Of 

course, one might want a more varied set of models, such as a 

tetrahedron, truncated objects, etc. The truncated wedge has been used 

from time to time, experimentally.  It is not currently an active 

prototype. 

The fact that one of the models (the PAREP) may be thought of as 

composed of two instances of another (the UEDGE) tests the 
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Figure      G.6 

Current and auxiliary prototypes 
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discriminatory powers of the system, since it introduces partial 

matches. We shall get back to that topic later, in Section 9 and 

Section 11. 

G.8 DEGENERATE VIEUS 

As we have seen (Figure G.G). the prototypes contain representations of 

degenerate views as well as "normal" ones. A degenerate view is here 

defined as one in which there is no vertex where more than two side- 

regions meet. Usudlly such a view is one where, for that orthogonal 

projection which shows the same sides of the object, rotating the object 

a small angle around some axis would change the topology of that 

orthogonal projection. Note that with suitable projective constraints 

(Subsection 5.G) thsre is always such an orthogonal projection. 

Ue shall use the Urm  "perspectiveIy degenerate" in the case where a 

similar rotation would change the topology of the perspective 

projection. He shall sometimes use the obvious abbreviations ü-view and 

PD-view. 

Thus (a) in Figure G.7 shows a degenerate parallelepiped and wedge, 

whereas (b) represents perspective Iy degenerate views of the same 

objects. Note that the term degenerate is used somewhat inconsistently 

with its usual meaning in cases like the wedge. It wns chosen for 

convenience. 
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Figure      6.7 

Degenerating views 
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So. in the present system, degenerate views are represented by 

degenerate models. However, we cannot do the same for perspectively 

degenerate views, since in those cases (cf. LI and L2 in the same 

figure) we do not often find the initial lines representing degenerate 

planes unbroken. On the contrary, they are often split into two or n.ore 

parts which form small angles with one another. This often .nakes it 

difficult to decide whether we are dealing with a PD-view or not. 

As an added attraction, we often get views like those in Figure 6.7. 

part (b). due to occlusions.  In most cases, however, such an occluding 

object should be better matched to some prototype and thus disappear, 

leaving us with a partial mapping (part (b). with LI and L2 gone). 

Therefore PD-views is one of the problems in the present system, as 

indeed thay would tend to be (I suspect) in any vision system dealing 

with the real world. They have to be regarded as special cases of D- 

views. On the other hand, we want to be able to pick up the marginally 

non-degenerate cases, as indicated in part (c) of the same figure. 

Uhat makes the problem hard is partly that a very slight change in the 

data may result in a dramatic chancje in topology. The other unfortunate 

circumstance is a consistent lack of helpful edge-information in such 

areas, due to their narrowness. This makes it hard to verify predicted 

line-elements. A slight amount of ad hoc -ery has been necessary in 

order to detect these cases and channel them into the proper prototypes. 

This is done by channeling border-line instances (where an outer angle 

of an LF is between 188-Alpha and 180 degrees. Alpha currently being set 
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to 7.8) into the degenerate case, rather than trying to complete them as 

regular, almost degenerate objects.  The reason for this is partly very 

practical, since some subroutines for intersections, col I inearities, and 

the like, get fouled up when dealing with a region that has been 

squeezed almost into a line. Nevertheless, there is a global switch to 

enable this scheme. 

6.9 REPRESENTATIONAL AMBIGUITIES 

It may be interesting to make an assessment of the extent to which 

objects can be adequately and unambiguously represented through the 

features and prototypes suggested here. That is, are there objects for 

which the parsing program, or rather the prototype matching program, 

might mistake one object for another? 

Of secondary importance is the uniqueness of the initial line-mappings . 

provided by (primarily) the compound feature and (secondarily) the line- 

feature.  The reason this is not crucial is that the matching program 

has the full power of decision and will give low marks to bad mappings. 

Let us look at the last question first (see Figure G.8). The line- 

feature, applied on Li in the fig., will put all three objects in the 

same class. The compound feature, applied on LI and L2, will be able to 

distinguish between (a) and (b) but not between (b) and (c). However, 

the objects with which we are dealing are usually not as complicated as 
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(a) 
(»>) 

(c) 

Figure     G.8 

Keys and ambigui t ies 
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that.  The following table (over the four mostly used prototypes) 

demonstrates the performance of the compound feature in terms of 

uniqueness as initiator into mappings: 

Total number of CF:s 30. 

CF:s mapping into 1 prototype only    25. 

CF:s napping into 2 prototypes 4. 

CF:s mapping into 3 prototypes 1. 

This shows that for the most commonly useful (uncomplicated) objects, 

the compound feature is quite an accurate guide for mapping 

initializations.  Of course, degree of uniqueness is directly 

proportional to complexity (number of rays), and therefore the line- 

feature is much less suited for mapp'ng initializations. 

Now to the main question: 

How similar do two object projections have to be, in order for their 

prototype - feature representations to be potentially subject to 

confusion? 

Clearly, to start with, the topologies must be the same. Furthermore 

every pair of corresponding line-features has to be similar between the 

two projections, so that, at every vertex and on both sides of tne 

extended base-line, the topologies must agree.  Angular convexities must 

also agree, for all I ine-junctions. Paralleiities and relative lengths 

of parallel lines must agree (within tolerances), not only as given by 

the limited reach of the line-feature, but also as recorded in the 

paralleiity- and length-class items, which reach over the entire model. 
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We may therefore conclude that amiDigui t ies in the prototype 

representation of 2D projections are introduced only in terms defined by 

our tolerance levels for parallelity and length-quotients. 

Figure G.9 gives an example of such ambiguities. Clearly, the models 

may be constructed (and analyzed) with any desired levels of tolerance, 

but the crucial issue is how well we (the program) will manage to 

distinguish between them in the parsing process. 

Here is one case in which the perspective information (as indicated in 

the prototypes) may be helpful. Thus in Figure 6.9 we may be able to 

distinguish between (a) and (b), or (b) and (c). However, (c) might be 

a perspectively deformed version of (a), or it might be another model (a 

truncated wedge, on its head, for instance). 

This is a case that should not be likely to arise in practice, and where 

(if it did) we would be compelled to rely on 3D knowledge for the 

deci si on. 

This concludes the sections on features and prototypes, and before 

continuing with the related topics of mapping and parsing I shall now 

briefly describe the nature of initial data and necessary preprocessing 

stages. 
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Figure     G.9 

Potentially ambiguous representations 
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:: 7.8 

7.8   PREPROCESSING 

; 

7.1 INITIAL DATA 

The initial input consists of an array of t.o-di.ensional coordinates 

for locations of intensity discontinuities in the TV-image. Those 

Points are called edges throughout this paper. That total input is 

hereafter called the edge-dra.incj. Figure 7.1 demonstrates the 

character of such initial edge-drawings. 

The edge-follouer is part of the Stanford Hand_Eye ^^  ^ ^ ^ 

-inly by Karl Ping,e IPingie &  Tenenbaum lg71L  It ^ ^^^^ 

accommodation routines [Tenenbaum 1978] and the powerful edge-detecting 

operator created by flanfred Hueckel [Hueckel 1971 &  19731. I shall not 

attempt to describe the operation of the edge-follower in any but the 

following extremely broad terms. 

The edge-operator consists of a variable size, approximately circular 

n>atri. which, applied over some small area of the TV-raster, utilizes a 

number of elaborate mathematical functions to obtain (basically) the 

location of the edge, the intensity gradient vector, and the brightness 

deference. Figure 7.2 shows an idea, edge, its intensity profi.e. and 

the resulting operator output. 

The edge-extraction is performed on a 333*256 matrix of int ensi ty 
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Figure      7.1 

Initial   input: Edge-drawing 
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Figure      7.2 

Edge-detection 
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values, each of which has 4 or 6 bits of information.  A single TV-scan 

results in 4 bits, but S n.ay be obtained by combining several scans at 

different intensity ranges. 

The edge-follower makes a coarse scan over the picture until it finds an 

edge, which it subsequently tries to follow until a closed curve 1-3 

found.  It contains a line-fitter which it uses to obtain some idea of 

the locations of the vertices in the scene. A closer ecge-scan may then 

be performed in some area around each of those vertices, so that other 

lines may be detected. Since this may sometimes lose (due to glare, 

shadows, adverse lighting conditions, etc) there is another mode 

available, in which a complete scan is performed on the inside of all 

closed regions found previously. The program accomodates the 

sensitivity of the TV-camera as it proceeds, so as to be able to see 

better in the local area of current interest. 

Alternatively we may work on stored TV-matrices, in which case 

accomodation is by definition impossible, and where the quality of the 

edge-drawing becomes lower (as a rule), even if 6-bit intensities are 

used. 

Whatever the case might be, as the next step in the processing of the 

picture, the original edge-data is transformed and sorted before we 

start the line-abstracting phase. 

The transformation replaces each edge-point and gradient vector by an 

edge-pair (see Figure 7.3, (a)), so that the direction of the local 
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Figure     7.3 

Initial   input - edge-data 
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intensity-discontinuity  is  fron, then on  implicit   in  the vector  formed by 

each pair. 

The sorting program creates a linkage among the edge-pairs to ensure 

that each edge-pair is in the proper context in terms of closeness to 

other pairs, ard in tenrs of the angles of the pair-vectors.  In other 

words, the list of pairs is ordered in a way conducive to extracting the 

best possible lines.  The input data already to a great extent conforms 

to such an ordering, but it is not satisfactory in areas near vertices, 

or in other regions with complicated patterns. 

7.2 ABSTRACTION OF INITIAL LINES 

Looking at Figure 7.1, our (human) vision system tends to abstract 

shape;, or objects from the data.  It is unclear (to me) how big the 

chunks of abstracted information are, but it seems (judging from my own 

experience) that we intuitively perceive lines where the picture 

contains straight arrays of edges, and that the patterns of those lines 

are interpreted in meaningful ways. 

Be that as it may: Line-extraction is the first point on the agenda for 

the present system. 

The line-extracting program attempts to fit lines within the connected 

subsets of edge-pairs resulting from the sorting phase, and it uses an 

exact least square method for the line-fit. 
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The   line-extracting algorithm 
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Figure 7.4 gives the flow of the line-finder. A couple of things are 

worth noting here. 

1. Neu edge-pairs are tested for closeness to current line 

(before least-square fit) and rejected (line stopped) if 

not close enough. This prevents wrapping around corners, 

as Figure 7.3 also demonstrates (part (b)). The least- 

square fit itself, for long lines, is not sensitive enough 

here. 

2. Uhen we get no further in one direction, we try extending 

the line at the other end, in the same kind of process. 

3. Uhen both directions are exhausted, we try merging the 

present line with the previous one, iteratively, before 

start ing on a new Iine. 

After all possible lines have been created, we finally clean up the 

picture, removing lines that are based on an insufficient number of 

edge-pairs (parameter), and shrinking each one of the rest of the lines 

by an amount proportional to the quantity DEP in Figure 7.3, limited by 

an amount proportional to the length of the line. This is done in order 

to clean up around the vertices as much as possible before we 

investigate the tutality of line-intersections (next subsection). 

Figure 7.5 shows the result of line-extraction on the edge-data in 

Figure 7.1, 

■ 
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Initial   lines - Tentative vertices 
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'.2 

This concludes  the preprocessing of  the scene.    The story continues  in 

the section on parsing,  which conveniently follows next. 
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8.8 

8.8 THE PARSING PROCESS 

8.1 PARSING STRATEGY 

The Uord -„arse- has been ch.sen because H desenbes verg „.,, uhat 
habbens in ,h|e proce8., rhe parser HOrk6 iterat|ve|U| extracting ^ 

ob.ec. a. a ,i.e. each ,i.,e »edifying the scen8 ba re„oving the ||ne8 ^ 

se9»en.s beicng^ ,„ that objec). .^^   |e ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

for  -object bcbjec.icn-. The inbut to the banser i. the initial Una- 

dnauing. uhich uas described in the pnevious aecticn. 

The diagna. in Figure 8.! shews the „ob of the barsing bnocess. The 

f.ns, tUo biocks. A and B. .ay be characterized as breproceesihg „ages 

lor  each iteration uithin the parser. They are described in the tbo 
following subsections. 

The resuit of the actions in block A (described in Subsection 8.2) is a 

Pointer structure .hich. although the original line-drauing is 

unchanged, gives the tentative vertices based on intersection relations 

In Figure 7.5 (botton,) that pointer structure has been used to shoW the 

tentative linkage of the lines. Note that .hat is sho.n in the figure 

are the connectivity relationships, using lighted vertex coordinates 

The data-structure is described in the appendix. Subsection 14.1. 

The tentative topology is the basis for the next step, feature 
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8.1 

1 
Reset data- 
»•tructure 

T 

Compute cross-reference tablen 
and form tentative vertii 

I 
res 

Feature extract! 3 
Find mapping key of 
maximum complexity 
to initialize ma 

3 
I 

ppinc 

All  keys  are 
exhausted? 

n 
i 

Is  there  a 
satisfactory 
manping? 

END OP PARSE 

i 
Isolate this object 
from the scene 

Call matching 
progrnm 
Mapping OK? 

Is this a 
complete 
mapping? 

Memorize the mapping 
Evaluate the  object 
Update  if best  so  far 

Figure      8.1 

Parsing strategy 
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8.1 

extraction. During that process, links are created between scene- 

elements and prototype-elements. Those links, called mapping keys, are 

investigated by the parser (one by one) in order of decreasing 

complexity until the mapping program finds a complete object or the 

links are exhausted. In the former case the object is accepted 

directly, otherwise the different mappings are compared, and the best 

one is chosen. Complexity of a feature is measured in terms of the 

number of lines involved. 

The mapping routine tries to find as good a match as possible, given an 

initial scene-element and the prototype element it is currently assumed 

to map into. On return, that program has stored the best match (for 

that key) in compacted form for the parser to study. 

The parser row compares it to the best mapping it has found so far, 

updating the "best"-pointer if the new mapping is better, otherwise just 

stepping the map-storage pointer. Thus all mappings are remembered at 

each iteration (but not between iterations), and before investigating a 

new key it is easy to check whether that key has already (implicitly) 

been used, i.e. if that line in the scene has already been tried for the 

current equivalence class and prototype combination. 

Subsection 8.4 discusses object evaluation (and isolation). Ue must be 

able to decide whether one partial mapping is better than another, in 

order to isolate the best object. As the diagram shows (Figure 8.1), 

object isolation takes place when all keys have been investigated, or a 

complete object has been found. Since an isolated object disappears 
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8.1 

fron,  the current  scene,   the  topology ,noy subsequently have changed   in 

see drastic uay.  and that necessitates a reiteration of  the parser 

preprocessing routines.    But before  that .e reset all  data-structures  to 

the   initial   I ine-draw'mg state. 

U 

So .e nay note that as far as the parser knows, each iteration deals 

with a completely new scene. The program does not remember what it did 

before, nor does it use its stored knowledge of previously extracted 

objects.  It does not worry about occlusions. A match may take place 

even if it means that the object will partly cross over other elements 

of the current scene. 

0 

Such information could be utilized to some extent even in the present 

system, but would be fully effective only in the context of a complete, 

three-dimensional Iy based vision system. 

Figure 8.2. Figure 8.3. Figure 8.4. and Figure 8.5 show the results of 

the iterative parsing process on our sample scene. 

Figure 8.6 gives the collective final scene with no elimination of 

hidden I ines. 

There could be one more process in the total scheme, namely object 

completion, the idea of which would be to try combining (in turn) each 

of the isolated objects with the final residual line-drawing, using the 

matching program, in order to determine whether some partial object may 

be completed or at least extended. Section 10 is devoted entirely to 

that subject. 
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8.1 

Figure      8.2 

Object 1 and amended scene 
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. 

Figure  8.3 

Object 2  and amended scene 
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I 

:/ 

Figure  8.4 

Object 3 and amended scene 
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Object 4 and amended scene 
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8.1 

r 

Figure      8.6 

Objects superimposed 
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8.1 

Now ue proceed with three subsections dealing with blocks A, B, and C in 

the strategy diagram, Figure 8.1. 

3.2 FORMATION OF TENTATIVE VERTICES 

Since the entire parse depends on the initial mappings, and features are 

based on end-vertex ray-constellations for the lines, we have to somehow 

obtain a tentative topology in terms of linking lines together in 

possible vertices. This should be done fairly conservatively in order 

to avoid grouping excessive numbers of lines together, which would 

complicate the task of matching, besides possibly destroying 

recognizable features. On the other hand we do not uiant to be too 

conservative, either, for similar reasons. 

Thus the formation of tentative vertices, with no global knowledge, is 

of a great deal of Importance. The block diagram for this process is 

shown in Figure 8.7. 

A "cut stop" (point B3 in that figure) is exemplified in part (b) of 

Figure 8.S. and consists of one line (extended) running into another. 

If one of the cut-off ends is short enough, a vertex could be formed 

here, by assuming that the short piece may be ignored. 

Block A, the formation of cross-reference tables, is the process of 

mapping the relationships between the lines in terms of intersections 
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8.2 

A: Form intfrsection cross-reference tables 

B: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Join acceptable extension-intersections 
distances OK, no obstructing lines) 
using restrictive parameter settings 

Same as 1, except use full paramete™ 

Join line-ends with small cut »tops if 
and only if either end is free, givinir 
preference to the line with the least 
extension, if both are eligible 

Same as 3, except no preference 

Extend still free line-ends into 
^losest vertices, subject to various 
distance criteria 

Join closest free line-end pairs, using 
liberal parameters for one of the lines 

thr^r17' rT PairS 0f vprti^«. Provided 
the distance between them is »hort enough 

Figure  8.7 

Tentative vertex formation 
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8.2 

t.2 

i.3 

r31 

_ . Jii 

Figure      8.8 

Tentative vertices - case analysis 
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8.2 

andco.Nnearmes. This is done for every pain of , ines. For each end 

of each line the following information results (refer also to Figure 

8.8. .here LI is assumed to be the current line in all casesh 

XL  Closest extension-intersection, and both distances. 

subject to acceptability (L2. rl. r2 in part (a) of Fi 

8.8). 
gure 

X2. Closest col Iinear 

of the same figure). 

ine. and distance (L3, re in part (a) 

X3. Closest stopping line, and dist 

(b)). 
^nces (L3. rkl. dl in part 

'hat bloc. (A) is iterated once more, in order to find next-best 

intersections in cases .here the best ones .ere subsequently blocked a« 

illustrated in Figure 8.8. part (d). Line L3 is first associated .1 th 

LB. but later L4 is found to block that intersection, so that L3 is 

grouped .ith L2 instead, during the course of the second iteration. 

One might of course store several best intersections for each line, to 

begin with, fly previous preprocessor did just that (Subsection 3 2) 

It Is basically e  question of space versus time. The present scheme .as 

chosen because (1) subsequent blocKings are not overly frequent, and (2) 

"the best feu" may be blocked as .ell. so that the extra code is still 

necessary. 
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8.2 

Once the cross-reference tables exist, vertex formation proceeds in two 

steps, namely temporary vertex linking, and vertex merge.  The temporary 

vertices are created in an iterative process uhere each step is 

conservative in relation to the previous, but uhere the end-result is as 

liberal as possible without creating confusion,  I shall briefly 

indicate the reason for each of the six passes, using the examples in 

Figure S.8. 

Pass 1 and pass 2 do the same thing, with a different extension 

tolerance level. Part (ti in Figure 8.8 demonstrates why.  If rl is an 

acceptable extension for pass 2. but not for pass 1, and if the maxi mum 

vertex-merging distance is less than rl, the two vertices in (f) are 

kept separate, as seems reasonable. That would not have been the case 

with only one pass here, since Li would link to L2. 

Pass 3 joins L3 with L2 in (b), provided the cut, d3, is small enough. 

and r^3 is short enough.  If the preference clause had not existed, LI 

won Id have been joined with L3. and the resulting vertices would have 

looked di f ferently. 

i ; 

Pass 4 would have joined 11 with 13, if the former hadn't already found 

L5, and the latter L2 (still in part (b)). 

Pass 5 will permit L3 to join the others (LI and L2) in (c), which it 

couldn't otherwise have done, assuming rl and r3 are too great. 
O 

Pass S,   finally,   allows LI   to  join L2  (part   (e)).  provided rl2  is   in  the 

right   length-bracket,   but will  generally not allow LI   to  join L3. 
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8.2 

The vertex merge fuses close enough vertices, subject to some 

connectivity constraints. A weighted-least- 
square method (that takes 

account of line-lengths) is used in computing the best vertex 

coordinates for junctions of several lines. 

"There are many ways to peel the banana ...». Which is the right one? 

Fortunately the matching program is clever enough to be able to handle 

the consequences of most of the unavoidable mistakes of the ignorant 

procedure above. 

Finally, let me once more str.ss the fact that the formation of 

tentative vertices (etc) is only reflected in the connectivity, i.e. 

confined to the pointer structure (Subsection 14.1). and that the 

initial line-drawing is in no sense affected by this. 

8.3 FEATURE EXTRACTION 

S 
Assuming the program in the previou 

should now be able to establish 

s suosection has done a fair job, we 

some links between the scene and the 

prototypes, in other words, recognize certain constellat 

we have seen before. 
ions as things 

The feature extracting procedure is absolutely straight-forward. 
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8.3 

The line-features are extracted and compared with the centrally stored 

ones, in a binary search through that ordered list.  If a sinnlarity is 

found, ue store that identifier (and direction-flag) with the data for 

that I ine. 

The compound features are compared to central storage in similar 

fashion, but as a match is found, ue update that pointer structure so 

that the particular CF. besides pointers to various prototypes, ui I I no. 

also have a pointer to this specific instance in the scene. The central 

feature reference structure uas shown in Figure G.4. 

A global switch enables the following extension in the feature 

extraction phase (for messy scenes). Utilizing the concept of partial 

similarity of line-features, an unrecognizable feature may be listed as 

a potential key. provided it can be reconciled to some centrally stored 

feature by the association only, or disassociation only, of one or more 

rays.  Thus both adding and deleting rays simultaneously is forbidden, 

since such keys would be far fetched. Ue  also want to keep changes as 

simple as possible. 

For each unrecognized feature the central list is checked, in order of 

decreasing complexity, until a partial similarity is found (that 

conforms to the rule above), or the list is exhausted.  Thus the 

recorded partial key refers to th 
e maximum complexity feature which i s 

partially similar (and reconcilable) to the 
one causing trouble. 

This scheme may seem arbitrary (and so it is!), but 
we real Iy are only 
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8.3 

trying to provide educated, locally t.ased guesses at this point.  There 

is certainly an element of randomness inherent in any such local scheme. 

A more globally oriented, context conscious schen,e would be nice, but a 

bit harder to design. The concept of the super-feature, discussed in 

Section 12 (future uork). might possibly con,e in useful in this respect. 

There are al.ost always enough keys to initiate the mapping process, 

since each iteration in the parser simplifies the scene and the 

topology.  Again, the concept of partially simi,ar features is ^5,.^ 

in the mapping heuristic. Section 9. 

8.4 OBJECT EVALUATION AND ISOLATION 

Object evaluation, or rather mapping evaluation, is the procedure 

whereby we assess the goodness of a mapping. Ue need to do this in 

order to be able to choose between different partial mappings to obtain 

the best. 

Th 
s is one of the processes that would fare exceedingly well from being 

provided access to all the good things inherent in 3D consciousness 

(depth, occlusion. ...). 
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8.» 

The primary evaluation is based on the following point, immer  of lines 

or rays subject to absolute as well as relative tests): 

HEl. Completely mapped lines (both ends). 

f1E2. Incompletely mapped lines (rays). 

MES. Complete lines present in the scene. 

NEA, Rays present in the scene. 

NEB. Partially used (cut off) scene-I mes. 

MEG.  Inserted lines and rays. 

I1E7. LF-testable lines., 

MES. Lines passing through vertices. 

It should be fairly obvious in which directions (positive or negative) 

those items contribute in the evaluation. Ue want as many complete 

elements as possible, and we prefer that they really exist in the scene. 

Partially used scene-lines are abhorred, since they may be indicative of 

an object cut off to fit the mapping. An object (complete) is never 

accepted "en faith" if it contains such lines. Ue shall see examples of 

these and other exotic things later. 
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8.4 

Finally, not all complete lines are LF-testable. that is. eo«,e of then, 

may contain so called "assumed" rays at their end-vertices. Those are 

rays for uhich no direction can be pinpointed - only their existence is 

known to be a fact. 

Besides the primary evaluation points, we use preference relations to 

decide between equally „ell mapped objects.  The preference (somewhat 

arbitrarily) calls for parallelepipeds rather than wedges, non- 

degenerat. rather than degenerate views, for instance.  This is not 

crucially important, since the particulars of every mapping are 

remembered, and a post-evaluation phase could be constructed, where 

questionable matches could be further investigated. 

Furthermore, as I have been pointing out. the system presented here is 

not intended as a complete vision system. Its possible role in such a 

system is discussed in Section 12 (future work). 

OBJECT ISOLATION is simpiy the removal, from the active scene, of all 

lines belonging to the current object.  The general data-structure 

allows parts of the scene to become part of the "subconscious" (see 

appendix. Subsection 14.1). and information regarding each isolated 

object is grouped into three different areas of the subconscious, 

namely: 

SL1. F mal mapping, existing I ines. 

SL2. Final mapping, inserted lines. 
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8.4 

SL3. Line-segments belonging to the object, but super-ceded by 

insertpd I ines. 

Ue will get back to this subject in connection with the discussion of a 

possible object completion phase (Section 10). 

Some of the items in this subsection may seem slightly undefined at this 

stage, taut everything will become clear as we now proceed to the tale of 

the matching process. 
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5.3 

9.8 PROTOTYPE MATCHING 

9.1 STRATEGY OUTLINE 

The process of (partially) mapping a prototype onto elements of the 

scene is crucial to this vision system. That task is by no means 

trivial - the task of documenting it isn't either. The process is a 

fairly complex recursive one. which I will do my best to describe 

clearly and concisely, using hierarchies of diagrams with pertinent 

comments in the text. 

The general idea is as follows: 

Assume we have an initial correspondence between one directed line in 

the scene and one directed line in a prototype (I use "line" here, even 

though it is not endowed with coordinates). 

Ue now try to establish correspondences between the rays emanating from 

the ends of those two lines.  If we are lucky, those scene-rays are all 

in their proper places. However, realistically, they very often are 

not.  There may be too few. or too many, or (even if the numbers agree) 

they may not be pointinr, in the right directions. Different 

alternatives must then be investigated, and the line-features are used 

as prediction guides in this context. 

Another problem is the fact that I ines may have been broken up, 
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9.1 

sometimes equipped with false but plausible-looking vertices, sometimes 

with pieces missing.  Other lines just die in the middle of nowhere, in 

which case we must attempt to get to them from elsewhere in the 

topology. 

Thus the matching process is of necessity recursive, since in general we 

have to investigate the consequences of alternate choices, recursively, 

before finding an optimal mapping. As a first approximation, each 

mapped vertex defines a recursive level.  If that mapping is successful, 

we then try another line-end in that extended context, bumping the 

level.  Ideally this carries on until the prototype has been matched. 

In practice we may come to a grinding halt for many reasons, a few of 

which are: 

Two unfusable scene-lines (or two different vertices) are put into an 

identity relation by consequence of the mapping. 

A line-feature does not check. 

Two lines extended to a vertex intersect in a topologically impossible 

place. 

A line is too long or too short. 

Error conditions will be described in detail later, suffice it to say 

here that we meet with conditions that necessitate recursive back-up. 

Backing up to level R, we then investigate the next choice at that 

level. All levels accounted for, the tree may become quite large, but 

it is kept down to size by the use of features, as well as parallelity 

and length classes, for screening purposes. Ue shall see this later. 
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3.1 

Thus, given the initial mapping between two lines, the idea is to work 

down the topology of the prototype. -Hatching those elements with scene- 

elements until a complete match is found or the recursive process is 

exhausted, in which case the result is a partially mapped object.  In 

that process there is a maximizing mechanism, ensuring that we exit with 

the best such partial match, 

Ue do not try to work from several different vantage-points at once, 

e.g.  trying to link up several individually recognized features or 

regions into a partial or complete object, although that might be a 

possibility to be used in conjunction with the present scheme. 

Especially with good initial line-drawings. 

The recursion has been programmed explicitly (as opposed to using 

recursive procedures), for several reasons. We only have to save a very 

limited amount of information at each level. Ue should like to be able 

to have access to all stages of recursion at once, and to be able to 

easily back up to any desired level. Ue also save time and space. 

The first diagram. Figure 9.1, illustrates what has been said above.  It 

is simplified in the extreme, and in this section we shall proceed to 

clarify the specifics of the process, giving diagrams for each building 

block by itself (as far as possible), such as back-up. line-merge, ray- 

ident i f icat ion ... 

First, however, we shall describe the mapping data-structures and deal 

with the concept of partially similar line-features, which is used for 

purposes of hypothesis formation regarding new vertices. 
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3.1 

Map initial line 
given in the key 

Bump recursive level 
Map next line-end 

constellation 

la  this  a 
complete 
mapping? 

I 

I 
ftrror? Back uf) to 

appropriate 
rec.   level 

I 
Can current partial mapping be extended? 

RtTURN with 
complete or 
best partial 
mapping 
 *  

I 
Save partial 
mapping if 
beat »o far 

I 
Back up to previous 
recursive level and 
look for other ways 
to continue mapping 

I 
Recuraion 
exhausted? 

Figure      9.1 

Simplified matching strategy 
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U 0.2 

9.2 DATA-STRUCTURES 

As a rule I do not like to burden the presentation with details, but in 

this case they serve the honourable purpose of clarifying the rest of 

the section, and making it easier to describe. For undefined terms, see 

Sect ion 2. 

The first structure is the template, that is the expanded prototype 

topology structure, see Figure 3.2. For each line. LENDV names end- 

vertices, LENDP names orbital successor lines, PARCLA contains the 

parallelity classification, and LENCAT the length categorization within 

that class. There is also storage for the physical entities associated 

uith those categories. 

Figure 9.2 also provides an example to illustrate this.  The lines are 

ordered the same as their LF:s. as has already been pointed out. Since 

the general data-structure is organized similarly (see Subsection 14.1), 

it is easy to search the topologies of prototype and scene in parallel, 

setting up and checking correspondences. 

The length-class information is used throughout the matching process, 

for discriminatory purposes, allowing for some tolerances, of course. 

In cases where the prototype indicates perspective deformations, those 

tolerances are more liberal, in the proper directions. 

Figure 9.3 shows some of the structure used for recursion. 

I1AP0RD is a vector containing (in the titnewise order of mapping) the 
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9.; 

P-line 

(LI) 

Peftture  ironl 

LKNDV 

(V2) (VI) 

Endl       find2 

LKNDP 

(L5) (L8) 

Endl       End2 

PARC LA 

ANGLE 

LFNCAT 

T 
LENGTHl 

LENGTH2 

VI 

Figure      9.2 

Expanded prototype structure 
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9.: 

MPORDS(LEV) 

MAPORD(ID) 

MA PIS (LEV) 

Ptr Ptr Ptr Ptr Ptr Ptr • • • 

A- ..  —-- -t' ^ ̂  

PL1 PL2 PL3 PL4 PL5 PLf5 o   a   o 

t i i\ 

S  -^ "^ 

Ptr Ptr Ptr Ptr Ptr Ptr • • e 

PLVWP(P-linefEn(i) 

Scene   line-end 
mapped 

PLMAPO(P-line,Fnd) 

Scene line-end 
mapped 

LLFV(P-linelEnd) 

Re c„ level 
of mapping 

LLEVO(P-line,End) 

Rec. level 
of mapping 

PVMAP(P-vertex) 

Scene-vertex 
mapped 

VLFV(P-vertex) 

Rec.   level 
of  mapping 

Figure      9.3 

Recursion data-structure 
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prototype   lines referenced so  far.     The corresponding scene-elements are 

stored  in PLhAP etc. 

flPOROS  is  indexed on recursive  level,  and contains pointers to the 

currently referenced flAPORD entries,  at each  level.    As we shall   see, 

those pointers may cross. 

flAPIS,   also  indexed on  level,  contains pointers to the  last flAPORD  items 

created at  the different  levels. 

Thus  the main mapping alternatives are  listed  in MAPORD,   but  there are 

usually several  possibilities for each one of  those entries.     I   feel   I 

should clarify one  thing already,  namely that a new MAPORD entry  is 

created   if  and only  if a previously unreferenced prototype   line   is 

encountered  in orbiting a vertex.    Furthermore,  a riAPORD entry 

constitutes a mapping alternative  if and only  if  that P-line  is unmapped 

at one end,   i.e.   that end-vertex has not been orbited  (modulo recursive 

back-up). 

In the same diagram.  Figure 9.3,  we demonstrate how mappings are 

recorded. 

PLHAP contains,   for each prototype  line end,   the corresponding scene 

element. 

LLEV.   indexed  in parallel,   contains the recursive  level  at which  that 

mapping took place. 

PLMAPO and LLEVO are 1-level  push-down stacks for PLNAP and LLEV,   used 

when a   line   is being replaced   (in  the creation of a new vertex,   or 

connecting  two vertices),   as will   be explained  later. 

PVriAP and VLEV store vertex  information. 
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9.2 

The final item in this subsection deals with the line-fusion mechanism. 

Fusions deal with collinearities, and only take place for base-lines 

(every vertex mapping has a base-line, the flAPORD entry). 

If we want to explore a new branch at some level, we check (iteratively) 

whether the present base-line may be extended.  If that happens to be 

so, that alternative is tried and the fact is recorded for the P-line 

end, at which the fusion took place. 

LFUSE is a stack (G levels), for each P-line end, containing packed 

pointers (a sixpack indeed) into a common area. 

LFUSES is that common area, where each word supplies enough information 

(about the fusion of two lines) to enable proper back-up, if and when 

necessary. 

At a fusion, which is always based on existing col linearity links, a new 

compound line is created and linked into the data-structure, while the 

constituents are shoved into the subconscious. Note that the fusion and 

line replacement mechanisms use different stacks, and are therefore 

independent. 

Ue shall now turn to a discussion of partially similar line-feat ures. 
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9.3 

9.3 PARTIALLY SIMILAR LINE-FEATURES 

Since the line-feature is used in checking all lines and their end 

constellations, it seeded a natural thing to use it also in determining 

what was wrong (and what should be done by way of correction) if the 

check was negative. 

The input to this algorithm consists of two feature words, and two 

direction bits. The first feature word is used as a template.  The 

second is the one to be checked, and for which (if necessary and 

possible) corrections should be indicated. For reasons of sanity we 

require that one end of the second feature be OK (this is checked, of 

course).  The requirement is also a realistic one as regards the way in 

which the model is traversed, one line-end at a time, such that the 

other end is mapped previously. 

1 shall give no details of the program here - it is straight-forward - 

only the format of the modification word (dODIF). which is one of the 

outputs, and a few examples. All of that in Figure 9.4. Orbits start 

from the base-line, and the rays are referenced in that order. 

As "bare" we define a vertex with as many insertions as there are rays 

(excepting the base-line). The entire MODIF word (part (a) in the 

figure) is defined as "ambiguous if and only if there is an ambiguous 

ray position somewhere, i.e. e.g. if we do not know which of several 

rays to delete. 

Part (b) gives the template for cases (c), (d), and (e). in which the 
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3.3 

(•) 

Special bits 
(first 2) 

List of action-*Iftmentfl  (2 bits  for «ach ray 
at the  vertex eubject to modification) 

\ 

Codes 

00 Unambiguous, not bare 

01 Unambiguous  bare 

10 Ambiguous, not bare 

11 Ambiguous, bare 

00 

01 

I'O 

11 

Codes 

No change 

Insert ray here 

Delete this ray 

Ambiguous 

(b) 

(d) 

(01,01,10,01) 

(c) 

(e) 

(00,00,01) 

(00,00,10,00,10) 

Figure      9.4 

Line-feature modification word - flODIF 
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9.3 

lower vertices are the ones to be compared and corrected.  The resulting 

nODIF words are given in the figure as well. Of course, if there is no 

change, HODIF is set to zero. 

The nODIF word is subsequently deployed as a template for the mapping of 

rays at the vertex currently being investigated, as we shall see later. 

The following subsection describes an extension of the 

here. 

concept treated 

, 

. 

Ü 
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3A  LF MODIFICATION RECONCILIATION 

This idea arose due to the fact that a vertex may sometimes be ambiguous 

from the direction of one line, but unambiguous from another. Figure 

3.5 shows an example of this. 

The prototype context is given in (a), and the scene in (b).  The vertex 

under investigation is of course V, at the intersection of LI and 12, 

Suppose we are dealing with the line LI, in an effort to map'the rays of 

V. The feature template (c), and the scene-feature (d), illustrate the 

situation.  The ray L4 is easily seen to be superfluous, but L5, L3, and 

L2 are all converging with LB, so the program, knowing that at least two 

of them have to be deleted but not knowing which two, marks all three as 

ambiguous. However, if L2 were the base line (f), and LP2 the template 

(e), then the situation is unambiguous (based on the parallelity bit). 

Ö 
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9.4 

(•) 

(c) 

(•) 

(i*M'0,ii,ii,ii) 

(00,00,10,10,01,10) 

Figure     3.5 

LF modification reconciliation 
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1.4 

He introduce the following definition: 

RECONCILIATION of a feature modification word fr 

(at the same vertex) is the 
on  one Iine to another 

process of rearranging the information of 

that nODIF word so as to make it applicable from the vant 

the second i ine. 
age point of 

In our case, reconciliation of MODIF from L2 to LI is a way to 

disambiguate MODIF .f LI. using MODIF of 12  and the connectivity of the 

vertex. 

The following algorithm is used: 

RECONCILIATION ALGORITHM. 

Assume the MOOIF word is [M.A1.A2.A3 An.80. ...,88], where the A:s 

stand for 2-bit action items, and M for the two characteristic bits, in 

this case [08], since we are only interested in reconciling useful 

MODIF:s. 

Let PL1 and SCL1 be the template and scene element for the MOOIF word, 

which is to be reconcilod to PL2 and SCL2. We then define the following 

quanti ties: 

DP - Orbital distance from PL1 to PL2. 

DSC - Orbital distance from SCL1 to SCL2. 
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9.4 

DL - Number of action elements indicating "leave", [80], up 

to and including "present" element in MODIF. 

DI = Same for "insert", [81]. 

■ i 

ÜD « Same for "delete", [10], 

Ue then look for that action element of NODIF, for which 

DP - DI + DL 

That element must be a "leave", [80], and we also must have 

DSC = DD + DL 

This ensures identity of the second line in prototype, scene, and MODIF 

word, so that the reconciliation to that line may take place. The new 

MDDIF word will then have the following format, assuming the action 

elenent found above is Ak: 

flODIF(rec) = m.Ak+1 An.Ak.Al Ak-1,00 80]. 

In our example. Figure 3.5. flODIF for L2 is reconciled to LI thus: 

DP = DSC = DL = 1     DI = DD = 8 

nüDIF(old) = [08,08,18,10.81,18. ...] 

nODIF(rec) = [08.18,18,81,18,88, ...] 

So we get the correct indication of the need for an inserted ray 

parallel to L7, while L3, L4, and L5 are all branded as non-conformists 

and eliminated. 
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3.5 

9.5 MORE GENERALITIES - EXAMPLE 

The initial mapping references one scene-line, and it is assumed that 

the rays emanating from that original line all map into the 

corresponding prototype elements. Of course ue  know that the line- 

features agree, by definition. Thus the first three recursive levels 

are: 

Levl.  The original line, provided by the key. 

Lev2.  The first end-vertex, and its rays. 

Lev3.  The other end-vertex, and rays. 

Ue never allow recursive back-up to reach level 3, or below.  Once 

established, those mappings remain fixed. The reason for this is that 

levels 1, 2. and 3 all refer to mappings directly involving the key, and 

it would not make sense to provide back-up past that stage. 

Ue note here that the initial mapping is always given as above, 

regardless whether the key was provided by a line-feature or a compound 

feature.  In the latter case, the first line referenced by the feature 

is used.  The other line will certainly be mapped later, since those 

features of object and prototype are in agreement. 

There is one inequity here - which I hasten to admit before being found 

out - and that is the fact that the second line of a CF. being mapped at 

level 2 or 3 at one end but 4 or more at the other, is subjected to 

recursive back-up (and thus to extension, for example).  If we rea||y 

wanted to push things we should a.lso (when the results so indicate) 
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9.5 

investigate the case of having the second line as the original.  This 

would only very rarely make a difference, however, and so is not worth 

the extra computing. 

This is espec'ally so since, if the parsing process reaches the state of 

dealing with L'-mappings as well, this second alternative uiiI be 

investigated (but the first one. of course, will not be repeated). 

There are two basic phases in the recursive process.  The first phase 

exhausts the LF-consistent (base-lines) mappings ("F-mappings") - does 

not accept any others - and thus branches out over the most dependably 

mapped part of the topology. The second phase deals with more difficult 

mappings, utilizing partial feature similarity and reconciliation. 

During the second phase we may get back into elements mapped during the 

first, due to recursive back-up. by this time they are not treated as 

special.  The second-phase mappings are called consequence mappings ("C- 

mappings"). 

In order to make these things a bit clearer I have provided a simple and 

complete example of the typical actions of the mapping process. It does 

not contain any of the more exotic pathologies, only one partially 

missing line and a couple of superfluous ones.  It does not necessitate 

recursive back-up. Figure 3.G gives prototype (a) and scene (b), and 

also illustrates various stages of the mapping. The table below 

demonstrates the order of the mapping process for this example. 

Quantities in parentheses refer to the scene, others to the prototype. 

First and second ray refer to elements being referenced for the first 
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3.5 

PV1 

(b) 

PV2 

(c) 

(e) (f) 

Figure      9.S 

Simple example of mapping process 
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9.5 

time.  This is the order in which they are introduced into MAPORD 

(Figure 9.3). 

Table 9.1 

Order of exemplified mapping 

LEVEL ORBITED VERTEX FIRST RAY SECOND RAY 
1 PL2 (L7) 

2 PV3 (V6) PL3 (L19) 

3 PV2 (V4) PL8 (L8) PL1 (LB) 
4 PV4 (V7) PL4 (LID PL9 (LS) 
5 PV1 (V3) PL6 (L4) 

e PV5 (VI) PL5 (LI) 

7 PV7 ("5; PL/ (IR1) 

8 PVB (V2) 

Here are some comments: 

Levels 1. 2. and 3 constitute the initial mapping, (c) in the fig. 

Levels 4. 5. and G represent additional F-mappings. almost completing 

the object, (d). 

At level 7 (part (e)). partial similarity (V5 of L8 and PV7 of PL8) Was 

used, discarding L9 and inserting the tentative ray IR1 (of unit 

length), based on the parallelity class of L6 and Lll.  IRl i8 then 

linked (one uay) with L12. since they are found to be col linear. 

At level 8 (part (f)). finally, partial similarity for L4 and PLS is 
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9.S 

use« to ge, rid of 12 and (.3.    Fl„di„0 .„at the other end of PL7   i. 

»apped  into ,m,  a„d using the collinearitai  ue decide ^^  the ^^^ 

of PL7  ,s OK.    Ue  insert the co.pound  line IL1,  and find that  the object 

is nou complete.    All  lines are LF-t6.Uble and OK. 

Note  that  if partial  si.ilarltg hadn't been able to „ake senee of  the 

situation a, V2,  that ,er,ax Uould have been conetructed basican, ae an 

mteneection of LI and L4.    Then 1L-   Uou,d have been inserted ae a 

replacement   for  IR1. 

The next  subsection gives a fair! 

process. 
y detai led account of the r ecursi ve 

9.6 THE RECURSIVE PROCESS 

The presentation Mill center around six diagrams. The first provides 

the „.in f,oW. The second .eals .ith vertex orbiting and the third uith 

ray mapping. The next tuo explain the functions of erasure and PacK-up 

The last diagram gives a detailed account of the routine taking care of 

back-up. nessy though soMe of then, may seem, the flowcharts only record 

the main actions or branches, dinute detail is of course unnecessary 

for the purposes of this presentation. 

Figure 9.7 is the main flou diagram. Simply stated, .e study "the next 

avai.ap.e alternative", that is. the next un-orbited P-line end in the 
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9.6 

0 
REC: 

I 
|Reget| 

I      NEW: 

[ORB 

Vertex is 
an INCOV? 

X 
Vertex is 
ambiguous 
or bare? 
 *"  

MODIFY and 
F-mapping? 
X 

Find MODIF 
wf)rd 

Find next 
unorbited 
line-end 

I 
Update variable 
context to new 

vertex 

Have 
a 

I 
we tried! 
fusion?  f 

Does the vertex 
have a napping 
contradiction? 

i 
Are we backing 
the base-ray or 
dealing with an 
inserted ray? 

I 
Determine if 
the vertex is a 
consequence of 
line-mappings 
(pre-orbit 

scan) 

I 
Base-line 
length-fault? 

-&-P 

Look for an 
intersection 
consequence 
vertex (INCOV) 

■♦(OHB) 

iH 1 

Back up past 
level of 
contradiction ■•0 
Try base-line 
fusion  OK? 

I 
Bump 
level 

Fuse base-line 
with linked 
collinear line 

Is the vertex a 
consequence of 
Hne-mappin^s? 

~ZJL 
"{ level 

Vertex is 
an INCOV? 

I 
F-mapping 
stage? 

Figure      9.7 

flain  flow of  the mapping process 
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MAPORO-list. This end may already be flagged as oacking üp. which means 

that it is either an inserted ray or that we have investigated it 

before, and are now left with the final alternative, namely regarding 

the line as a ray. In that case we see if there is enough information 

in the prototype topology to determine an intersection consequence 

vertex ("INCOV"). Thus, in part (e) of Figure 9.G, the vertex V2 would 

be an INCOV of LI and L4, since their prototype counterparts, PL4 and 

PL5, are linked at PVB (part (a)). 

Otherwise we study the vertex, using the flODIF word (Figure 9.4) to 

decide what actions to take. If the vertex is ambiguous or the base- 

line would be a ray before insertions, we look for an extension of the 

line. The diagram should explain most of this. The "pre-orbit scan" 

simply finds out whether the vertex is mapped by consequence of two 

lines, as above, which influences the branching. 

The diagrams in Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 demonstrate the process of 

mapping a vertex-constellation (orbiting a vertex). The diagram should 

be more or less self-explanatory. The heart of it is the referencing of 

one ray-position at a time, and the HODIF-based action decision at that 

point. When the vertex has been orbited we check the bareness again (a 

ray may have been replaced on the basis of its angular argument), and we 

demand that the finalized vertex contain at least one scene-ray besides 

the base-line.  If that is the case, we then check that all new two-way 

mapped lines are LF-consistent. 

Figure 9.18 explains the labels ERASE and BU in the previous d lagrams, 

1G0 
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9.6 

' i 
ORB: 

Next P-Iine 
«t vertex 

J 
IB the new 
line marked 
as backing 

up? 

i 
Intersection 

is OK? r 
Back to 
laet of 
those 
line- 
levels  | 

® 

Create new 
vertex 
Retain same 
rec. level 

Vertex is 
exhausted? 

I 
Vertex is 
an INCOV? 

r 
Was last 
position 
"insert" 
(INS)? 

NEXj 

n 
Find mapping 
information 
for next 
scene-line 

MODIF action- 
element: 

DELETE 

INSERT 

LEAVE 

Vertex is 
an   INCOV? B^REC) n •® 

IB there at 
least one 
existing 

ray? 

I 
LF-checl 

OK?  *   Reaet | 

I 
Mark base- 
line as 
backing up x 

(NEW) 

Vertex aeems 
t*) be mapped 
allnight 
Update data- 
»tructures 
and pointer» 
Bump level 

(REC) 

Figure  9.8 

Vertex orbiting - mapping - process 
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9.6 

LVE: 1 <• ont radictorv Rm ,1, ii r n 
use   of   this 
scene-line? 

Erase -p one  rec. 
level 

u^ 
4 

i 

(> 

f 
Is  this  line 
mapped at  the 
other end? 

Parallelity 
class   OK? 

Set 
INS 

W_f\TT? VI r  ►\NPX; 

< ) 

INS: Set 
INS 

t ^ r 

—# Ä^4-|           (m) 

is   this   line 
r.apped   at  the 
other  end? 

Enter ray 
(possibly 
insert) 

1     . 
Length  is   OK? 
> ^ 

) 

f 
Update   the  raanping 
(if  necessary  insert 

compound   line) 
@*- 

Agreement  or    i ^      ». 
CO Hi in ean ty? J 

v 

L Then tee t   t he 1 en fit h 

Figure  3.9 

Ray mapping 
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ER: 

9.G 

Erase recursion results 
at the current level 
(simplified back-up) 

Back 
one level r    0 

Is the vertex a 
consequence of 
line-mappings? 

Set backing flag 
for base-line and 
look for a fusion 

BÜ: 
i. 

Is target level 
less than 4? Recursion exhausted 

Restore scene, and 
clean up structures 

Call routine for 
recursion back-up 
to delete actions 
at current level, 
and reset status 
to previous level 

I 
More levels 
to back up? 

Investigate next alt. 
at target level —►(RFC) 

Figure    9.18 

Erasure and back-up 
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3.G 

and shows how the process ends, if a complet 

before then. 

complete object hasn't been found 

The final diagram is in Figure 9.11. and it shows the deletion (back-up) 

of the actions at some recursive level, and of associated information. 

The back-up program has mechanisms taking care of collinearities. that 

is. of fusions and un-fusions of base-lines.  If a consequence vertex is 

found, this routine backs up one more level, since it would be no use 

trying it again from another direction.  This is the case also for a 

negative ray. for which an INCOV must have been attempted at some point 

in time. 

It should be clear(er) now. how the recursive process fl,akes use of 

prototype topology as well as line-feature information and equality 

classes (etc.) to provide guidance, in order to avoid much superfluous 

work, to direct back-up. and so forth. 

The following section (a much shorter one) presents object completion, 

which co'jld be a final process in this intermediate level system. 

0 
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9.6 

n«i^  .. "1 
Kack up 
one more 
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 1 
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Figure 9.11 

The main actions at back-up 
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10.8 

18.8 OBJECT COMPLETION 

THE BASIC IDEA: 

The idea behind this phase Is the following. Suppose the final scene 

(with all .apped objects removed) still contains some llnee, and that 

some of the isolated objects are only partially mapped.  It is logical 

in that situation to check and see whether some partial (s) might not be 

extended, or even completed, using those remaining scene-elements. 

The concept is a very simple one. and so is the execution. We rBvive 

each partial (in order of decreasing complexity) and look for extensions 

and intersections oi its rays (one-nay mapped lines). Those are then 

tested in a process similar to the original mapping process. 

The way this is done, practically, is simply as fo[louSt 

First We make sure the physical properties of the lines belonging to an 

object reflect the topology of that object. That is. the vertices are 

recomputed, and the line-coordinates are changed accordingly.  This is 

done for all objects, whether completely or partially mapped. 

Following this, the actual completion phase begins, and proceeds thus. 

The partial is brought out from the subconscious, and a neu cross- 

reference and tentative-vertex evaluation is performed, this time with 

rnore liberal parameters, for instance allowing first intersections of 

pairs of unlinked lines regardless of distances. There is one important 

reservation here, namely that we do not allow extra lines to join the 
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18.0 

fully mapped vertices of the object, lie  may safely allow relaxation of 

parameters at this point, for several reasons: 

The partial uill be put together as before, except possibly for ne. 

elements being linked to incompletely mapped parts of the object. 

The scene is uncomplicated, having only comparatively few lines. 

He are not dependent on the scene for a mapping key. 

The mapping process ensures correct topology and feature consistency. 

A neu mapping is only attempted if there are changes in the connectivity 

of the object (due to the neu cross-reference pass). Using a fully 

mapped line for the key, we call the mapping program, which returns with 

the best partial mapping, according to that new structure. This partial 

is at least as good as the original mapping, since the original will 

have been encountered during the matching. Ue  compute the new or 

amended vertices, adjust the lines, and ship the object back into the 

subconscious. 

This process continues, with the next partial, until either the scene or 

the subconscious is exhausted. 

UHY NOT? 

Uhen this section was first written I had only done some preliminary 

work on implementing object completion. Having spent some more time 

thinking about these things. I decided that it might all be a bad idea. 

Let me explain.., 
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10.8 

First, experiments with many scenes have rarely produced cases where 

such a scheme would contribute to the performance of the system. 

Secondly, it may well happen that spurious, irrelevant lines are 

absorbed into partial mappings, since linkages are less strictly 

required. 

Thirdly, the elaborate heuristics for formation of tentative vertices, 

as well as the scheme for using partially similar features as keys, both 

contribute towards obviating the need for a specific object completion 

pass. 

The last reason - a matter of policy - is that we do not strive tc 

arrive at complete interpretations at any cost.  If the scene is 

ambiguous or otherwise too difficult, we must rely on an extended rch 

(such as proposed in Section 12) for further processing. Object 

completion belongs in that context, utilizing obstruction-, support-, 

and depth relationships.  The present recording of the mappings 

(constituting scene interpretations) should prove well suited to the 

requirements of such extended schemes. 

erne 
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10.8 

POST-PROCESSING 

In order to shou, interpreted scenes more clearly, and to demonstrate the 

pouer of a knowledge-directed scheme. I could have added a hidden-line 

elimination phase. That process would be based on obstruction 

relationships, to be provided manually, lacking 3D knowledge and a 

support theory.  Those concepts are no longer " intermediate-levelI:, and 

one has to stop somewhere ... 

The elimination of hidden lines or line-segments could be very 

straightforward. Basically, each line of an obstructed object would be 

intersected with the outlines of all obstructing ones, keeping the 

unobstructed segments. 

I have resisted this temptation to produce good-looking final drawings, 

partly because I have had better things to do with my time, but mainly 

because such a program would not serve a useful purpose within the 

frame-work of the present system. 

The only post-processing presently in this system is the completion of 

fully mapped parts of objects, according to the topologies of their 

respective matching prototypes. 

By way of clarifying the concepts presented so far. and demonstrating 

the abilities (and weaknesses) of this intermediate-level vision system, 

we now give some typical examples of scenes and their analysis. 
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ii.a 

11.e   EXAMPLES - RESULTS - DISCUSSI ONS 

11.1 COMMENTS 

Fir.« see genena,  c-.en.s.    AM  «a„p|es o, .U8t.„ pBrforn,ance  ,„ th|8 

report .epnesen, 8c,„,! of unlfor.ly ooloured  („hitish)  objeolo,  Nh,ch 

are not unreaiU.ical.u ideal,  in as,uch as th.u are fair|u beat_up 

having pean .anhandlad  (and kicked around?)  pu „any people einoe theg 

were made   [FaIk 12781. 

The  eoene oackgnound  is ai.age a b,aok oio.P covering  ,h.  table.top, 

(Feel   free to regard this as cheating!) 

■h »os. of  the e.a,„p,es nor.a,  office-.gpe  lighting  iover-head.  diffuse) 

"as used,  otherwise the au«iilarg  (diffused)   light sources surrounding 

the -Hand-Ege Taole".    Needisss to sag none of the e.a.plee have Peen  in 

«he  leas, edited,  nor are theg a non-tgpical.  eelec.ive ea.ple of ecenee 

«ha. „ork especial lg „ell.    Tneg also all  use standard parameter 

".tinge.    Finallg.   so.e scenes „ere crea.ed Og people o.her  than 

myself. 

The pattern o, presentation of ang given ex.pie  Is the  logical 

succession starting „it. the TV.iMge.  going  through pre.processing 

loop.ng through opject „apping and isolation  (shouing  isola.ed oPjec. 

and amended scene each „„,,,  M fl„3l|- present.ng the  interpreted 

soene as a conglo.era.e o, partial Ig or fulig »apped objects. 
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11.1 

The examples are commented as needed, to focus attention on points of 

particular interest or typicality. The section Mill end with a 

discussion of results and system performance, treating fortes as .ell a$ 

shortcomings. 

11.2 EXAMPLES OF SYSTEfl PERFORHANCE 

The example that has been presented in parallel with this unfolding 

story provides instances of shadows, broken lines, occluded vertices, 

missing lines, double lines, and a split object.  The initial line- 

drawing and the final scene interpretation are reproduced here for 

convenience (Figure 11.1). 

There were good keys into all of the objects, and the matching program 

was able to find complete mappings in all cases. Ue note how essential 

the line-fusion heuristic was here, in establishing the lower vertices 

of the large body, which had keys only to the top part.  The same 

heuristics were instrumental in finding the long horizontal object, and 

the object in front. 

The wedge presented no great problems, only extrapolated vertices. Note 

also how double lines are removed with an object when they may be 

assumed to be caused by it (judging by closeness and parallelity to 

object lines). 
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•''■'' ^1 

11.2 

Figure    11.1 

SC18:   Initial   lines - Final   interpretat ion 
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11.2 

Figure    11.2 

SC11:   TV-image 
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11.2 

i      1 

Figure    11,3 

SC11:  Edge-data - Initial   lines 
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11.2 

': 

Figure    11.4 

SC11:   7er1tative vertices - First   isoiat ion 
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11.2 

Figure    11.5 

SC11:  Amended scene - Second object 
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11.2 

The next scene (Figure 11.2. Figure 11.3. Figure 11.4. Figure 11.5. 

Figure 11.G, Figure 11.7.and Figure 11.8) has a shadow in front of the 

small cube, which makes that dimension hard to determine, and the final 

object is slightly distorted here. The glare-line at the .eft end of 

the wedge presented no problem - the feature-guided fusion mechanism 

continued past it in search of the right kind of vertex.  The line could 

not be assumed to be a part of the final object, and it was left as 

garbage. 

The scene is finally parsed correctly, with some distortion. 
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11.2 

Figure    11.6 

SCll? Amended scene - Third object 
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11.; 

Figure 11.7 

SC11: Amended scene - Fourth object 
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11.2 

Q 

Figure 11.8 

SC11: Amended scene - Final interpretat ion 
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11 o 
i 1 • i. 

The third scene presented here has one area completely messed up by both 

shadows and glare, namely the left side of the right-hand 

parallelepiped. Both the TV-picture (Figure 11.9) and the edge- and 

line-drawings (Figure 11.10) as well as the tentative vertex 

connectivity (Figure ■1.11) show the effects thereof. 

The shadow on top of that object, caused by the reclining beam, gives 

rise to a very specific problem in the txtraction of the latter object 

(Figure 11.12). The lower right-hand vertex of that beam does not get 

connected properly, only through a short segment in-between.  That 

vertex, then, is found Dy the matching heuristics as an intersection 

consequence vertex, defined by an inserted ray (from the top) and ar, 

existing ray (from the right). At that point, the feature template 

demands an inserted ray. pointing to the left. That ray is found to be 

col linear (and is therfore linked) with the bottom line of the beam, and 

that object may finally be completed. 

After easily extracting the wedge (Figure 11.13). the remaining object 

is the shadowed parallelepiped. The center vertex is established by two 

existing rays, but the three vertices on the left outline of the object 

are hypothesized on the basis of the intersection-consequence heuristic, 

using inserted rays when necessary. This is shown in Figure 11.14. 

Hence this scene is finally interpreted correctly (Figure 11.15). 
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Figure    11.9 

SC12:  TV-image 
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Figure 11.10 

SC12:  Edge-data - Initial   lines 
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11.2 

Figure 11.11 

SC12: Tentative vertices - First object 
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11.2 

Figure 11.12 

SC12!  Amended scene - Second object 
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Figure 11.13 

SC12:  Amended scene - Third object 
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Figure 11.14 

SC12: Amended scene - Fourth object 
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Figure 11.15 

SC12:  Amended scene - Final   interpretat ion 
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The fourth scene is slightly more complex, in that it contains five 

objects (TV-image in Figure 11.IG. edges and initial lines in Figure 

11.17). but it presents no difficulties we haven't encountered in 

previous examples, including coincidental Iine-vertex alignments (Figure 

11.18). which are a source of sadistic delight to the template-driven 

matcher. 

The small cube is first to go, an easy match. There are also very good 

keys into the large wedge, which follows next (Figure 11.13).  The top 

parallelepiped is then severed from the cube and the small wedge, 

completed and isolated, taking the double line with it (Figure 11.28). 

The wedge is the next object to be extracted (Figure 11.21), with ample 

usage of fusion-, insertion-, and intersection-consequence heuristics. 

The amended scene (Figure 11.22. top) shows a cube with two false 

vertices (top-left), which are however easily discarded by the feature- 

template, parallelity-class. ana length-class heuristics, so that the 

cube may be extracted in perfect shape. 

The shadow-lines are left as garbage, as shown in Figure 11.23, which 

also presents all of the objects superimposed. 
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11.2 

Figure 11.16 

SC3:  TV-image 
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Figure 11.17 

SC3: Edge-data - Initial   lines 
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Figure 11.18 

SC3: Tentative vertices - First object 
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Figure 11.19 

SC3; Amended scene - Second object 
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Figure 11.20 

SC3: Amended scene - Third object 
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Figure 11.21 

SC3: Amended scene - Fourth object 
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Figure 11.22 

SC3:  Amended scene - Fifth object 
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Figure 11.23 

SC3:  Amended scene - Final   interpretation 
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Figure 11.24 

SC2: TV-image 
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11.2 

The fifth example (TV-image in Figure 11.24) looks misleadingly simple, 

at least compared with our previous examples. However, there are a 

couple of subtle problems involved in parsing this scene.  Looking at 

the edge-drawing and the initial line-drawing in Figure 11.25. we note 

the presence of a short line-segment at the lowest vertex of the large 

uedge. and that the long bottom line of that body is not connected at 

its right end. This gives rise to a tentative, somewhat narrowed wedge. 

which is however discarded in favour of the correct one. 

Figure 11.26 shows the first match, a parallel lepiped. 

The correct match for the second object (the wedge mentioned above). 

shown in Figure 11.27. uses the long bottom line rather than the short 

segment. The connected drawing (top of Figure 11.26) indicates why 

those two alternatives are investigated (connectivity of left lower 

vertex). 

It may be interesting to see some of the contenders for this second 

object, and I have included two figures containing alternative (but not 

as good) matches, namely Figure 11.28 and Figure 11.23. The first of 

those contains the narrow wedge I just mentioned, the second (top) a 

partial wedge with the triangular face on the right. 

Now there is only one thing left in the scene, a wedge.  The edge- 

drawing (Figure 11.25) clearly shows that one short interior line- 

segment is misdirected. This state of affairs gives rise to an 

alternative, shorter wedge, which is eventually discarded for the better 

match shown in Figure 11.30. 
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Figure 11.25 

SC2: Edge-drawing - Initial lines 
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Figure 11.2S 

SC2: Tentative vertices - First object 
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Figure 11.27 

SC2; Residual scene - Second object 
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Figure 11.28 

SC2:  Alternatives for second object - DUEDGE & PAREP 
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Figure 11.29 

SC2: Alternatives for second object - Wedges 
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Figure 11.38 

SC2: Residual  scene - Third object 
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The final amended scene, and the object superimposition, are given in 

Figure 11.31. The normal imperfections did not cause much trouble in 

this scene.  They are left as impossible. 
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Figure 11.31 

SC2s  Residual  scene - Final   interpretat ion 
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11.2 

The next example is inclu.fed because it demonstrates the potential 

usefulness of features of connection independent elements, such as 

constellations of parallel lines. Figure 11.32 sho.s this scene, which 

contains a concave object, namely an L-beam. So this example also 

indicates hou concave objects may be thought of as consisting of several 

recognisable parts, which is discussed in Section 12. 

Figure 11.33 and Figure 11.34 should need no comments by now. 

The case of the L-beam is more interesting. Figure 11.35 demonstrates 

hou, the program deals with this situation.  It finds a parallelepiped at 

the bottom, thereby splitting the object into two.  It preferred the 

longer version of that PAREP to the shorter one, due to the perfect 

out I ine at bottom left. 

Anyhow, in the amended scene (top of Figure 11.36) I can clearly see a 

parallelepiped.  The program could not.  The reason is that there is not 

one good vertex around, which might provide a starting point. Here is 

where global features, based on vertex independent line constellations, 

would have been most useful. It is easy to see how. for instance, a 

parallelity feature might have provided a key into the mapping of this 

object. 

If the top of the L-beam had been found, the latter object would have 

been neatly and autoiwtleally split into two recognizable parts.  In 

general, concave objects would necessitate more special treatment, as 

discussed in Section 12. 
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Figure 11.32 

SC8s Edge-drawing - Initial lines 
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Figure 11.33 

SCS:   Tentative vertices - First object 
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Figure 11.34 

SC8:  Residual  scene - Second object 
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Figure 11.35 

SC8:  Residual   scene - Third object 
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Figjre 11.36 

SC8: Residual scene - Final interpretation 
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11.2 

The following scene - the seventh presented here - is the most 

complicated one. in terms of the number of objects.  It is also 

difficult due to the small overall scale. Figure 11.37 shows this 

scene. 

In the line-drawing (bottom of Figure 11.38) even I (though a human) do 

not know exactly what is going on, since there are many lines missing in 

strategic places, as well as unwanted ones present in other places.  It 

is very noticeable in this example how the parsing strategy of isolating 

one object at a time (and removing the lines belonging to it) has the 

effect of cleaning up the picture, thereby facilitating subsequent work. 

The first object is extracted without difficulty (Figure 11.39), however 

with some distortion due to glare effects. 

The extraction of the second object (Figure 11.48) does not present 

anything new and exciting, either. 

The case of the parallelepiped resting on the wedges is more  *. 

interesting.  Here the matcher initially finds a much shorter PAREP (I 

think you can easily see where), which is eventually discarded when 

further investigation yields the longer (and better) one. shown in 

Figure 11.41.  The bottom right line is not assimilated into this object 

due to a slight distortion of the front face. 

In Figure 11.42 the wedge on the right is found.  Not trivial - but we 

have seen similar examples previously. 
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Figure 11.37 

SCI4:   TV-image 
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Figure 11.38 

SC14:  Edge-drawing - Initial   lines 
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Figure 11.39 

SC14:   Tentative vertices - First object 
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Figure 11.49 

SC14:  Residual   scene - Second object 
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Figure 11.41 

SC14i  Residual  scene - Third object 
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Figure 11.42 

SC14:  Residual  scene - Fourth object 
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That  is the case with the tall,  upright parallelepiped as well,  which  is 

the next object  to be  isolated  (Figure 11.43). 

Finally  the progran, finds  two small,  partially n,apped parallelepipeds, 

as shoun  in Figure 11.44 and Figure 11.45.     There  is no way  to tell 

uhere they end.  and I  couldn't have done better myself,   on  this scene. 

The resulting  interpretation  is presented  in Figure 11.46. 
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Figure 11.43 

SC14! Residual scene - Fifth object 
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Figure 11.44 

SCU: Residual scene - Sixth object 
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Figure 11.45 

SC1A: Residual scene - Seventh object 
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I: 

Figure 11.46 

SC14: Residual scene -Final interpretati on 
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11.2 

The last example does not contain as .any objects as the previous one. 

but it is far messier in terms of shadows and glare (Figure 11.47).  In 

fact, one of the objects (the wedge on the left) could not have been 

recognized without the use of partially similar features as keys. 

The .edge on the right is the first to go (Figure 11.48).  There isn't 

much to say about that. 

The second object (Figure 11.43) is identified somehow (it is hard to 

see how the lines are linked at the bottom), as a wedge.  This seems 

plausible enough, judging from the evidence at the top.  I happen to 

know that the object was a parallelepiped - but that is beside the 

point. 

Figure 11.50 shows the extraction of the tali, narrow parallelepiped. 

Due to the way (he lines are linked at the top of that object (cf. top 

of Figure 11.48) the program uses the short line for the left side.  The 

longer neighbour is dose enough to be assimilated into the object.  The 

bottom vertex is extrapolated, leaving one line unused.  The mapping is 

good enough for acceptance at this point, and the program exits without 

investigating further. 

Next to go is the big parallelepiped (Figure 11.51). No mean trick - 

but not much different from things we have seen before. 

The isolation of the .edge (Figure 11.52) is more interesting, since 

that object contains no recognizable features.  The heuristic for using 
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11.2 

Figure 11.47 

SC3:  Edge-drawing - Initial   lines 
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11.2 

Figure 11.48 

SC9;   Tentative vertices - First object 
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11.2 

Figure 11.49 

SC9:  Residual  scene - Second object 
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11.2 

Figure 11.50 

SC9:  Residual   scene - Third object 
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11.2 

Figure 11.51 

SC3: Residual scene - Fourth object 
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11.2 

Figure 11.52 

SC3: Residual scene - Fifth object 
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11.2 

partially similar features as keys is responsible for the success in 

this case, by determining that it could create recognizable features by 

disregarding the shadow line at the lower vertex of the wedge. The 

object can then be extracted without difficulty. 

The amended scene (Figure 11.53) is messy enough to provide the parser 

with one more possible object, which is found in the shadow effect on 

the front of  the central object (cf. Figure 11.47).  It finds the 

parallelogram of a degenerate wedge, the missing two lines of which are 

assumed, non-directional rays. The present program has no way of 

knowing its mistake, whereas a complete system (using depth etc.) could 

better realize the nature of the situation. 

Thus the resulting scene interpretation in Figure 11.54 contains that 

non-object as well, which.is basically all right from the standpoint of 

the present system. Left in the residual scene are the rest of the 

shadow- and glare lines, a messy lot which did not mislead the program. 

.. 

Th is concludes the presentation of examples of system performance. 
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. 

Ficjure 11.53 

SCSs  Residual  scene - Sixth object 
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U.3 

Figure 11.54 

SC9:  Residual  scene - Final   interpretation 
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11.3 

11.3 DISCUSSION OF SYSTEH PERFORMANCE 

£ Actually, not much of a discussion should be needed here, since the 

examples are thoroughly commented. 

On the scenes tested so far, the present limited system has performed as 

well as could be hoped. It is able to parse scenes of many objects, in 

the presence of a good deal of disturbance.  In fact the utilization of 

partially similar features as keys makes it possible to correctly 

identify objects with only one good vertex, provided one of the lines to 

that vertex is unbroken. 

.: 

c 

Sometimes partiallu mapped objects are classified somewhat haphazardly, 

but their classifications are not intended as final. A complete system 

could further process them, since the details of their mappings are 

remembered. 

The CPU-times for the examples given above range from 1 to B minutes, 

typically staying around 2. The time is proportional to the square of 

the number of lines, and roughly to the squares of the numbers of 

prototypes and partially mapped objects (since full matches cause quick 

exits). The dependence of computing time on the square of the 

complexity of the picture is a ueakness inherent in a system based on 

models.  It might be alleviated by the use. of more extensive feature 

schemes, as indicated in Section 12 (future work). 

Little effort has been made in the direction of speeding up the progr am. 
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11.3 

It could fairly easily be modified to run substantially faster, by 

programming frequently used routines directly in assembly language, 

rather than in the Algol subset of SAIL (approximately Algol, plus 

associative features) [Swinehart &  Sproull 1971]. 

Let us turn now to a discussion of the possible directions in which work 

on the present system might proceed. 
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12.8 

12.8 FUTURE POSSIBILITIES 

The most immediate areas of possible future work concern extensions of 

the present 2D system. More general aspects involve the use of concepts 

of 3D in the development of a complete vision system. 

12.1 EXTENSIONS OF THE FEATURE CONCEPTS 

The feature concept, as implemented here, has the weakness of demanding 

connectivity,  it is certainly possible - and might even be north-while 

- to extend it to certain ernste I I at ions of unconnected lines, such as 

parallel pairs or triplets, and relationships of such. The example of 

the L-beam demonstrates the potential advantages of connectivity 

independent features. 

Such features would be useful as guides for a matching supervisor 

program, in that they could provide an extended context in some cases. 

Of course they might also be helpful in guiding the process of initial 

mapping. 

Two immediate, more specific possibilities for extensions of the feat 

concept are the following. 

ure 

It often happens that lines are broken up by intervening objects, or for 

other reasons. Most likely the line-features of the parts will not be 
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12.1 

recognizable. A future possibility here is to detect such cases and 

te.porarily insert compound lines, under the provision that the created 

LF:s are recognizable. The relative messiness of such a scheme 

motivates a "wait-and-see" attitude here. 

The second scheme I had in mind concerns the introduction of the SF, 

u-hich here stands for "super-feature" (not San Francisco).  In a super- 

feature, uhich may be an extension of the LF concept. We would provide 

(partial) information regarding the LF-designat ions of all the 

participating lines in the feature. Such features would then reference, 

directly or indirectly, all lines in simple prototypes, providing .ids/ 

contexts and extremely strong clues to mappings.  Of course, line- 

drawings of scenes are usually messy enough that complete SF:s would be 

rare, lie  would almost always have to use partial ones, which is all 

right. 

In any case. SF:5 could provide initial mappings (keys), based on much 

broader contexts than do the present LF:s and CF:s.  In fact. SF: s could 

conceivably guide the parsing process, providing the order in which to 

explore the keys. I see no use for SF:s in the matching process itself. 
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12.2 

12.2 RtCOURSE TO INITIAL DATA 

The present parsing program decides between different mappings on the 

basis of the lines present in the initial line-drawing. In the context 

of the Stanford Hand-Eye Project it is fully possible to base such 

judgments on data from the originai TV-Image, since that system includes 

a statistically based line-verifier that operates on the digitized TV- 

raster [Tenenbaum 1970]. 

While on the subject of having recourse to the TV-image itself, I should 

mention the possibility of a "closer-look" strategy.  This would apply 

in areas of insufficient or confusing information, and would entail 

sensitivity accomodation as well as (and perhaps especially) changing 

the lens into one of greater magnification. Details regarding the 

technicalities of related subjects may be found in [Sobel 1970], 

12.3 EXTENDED CONTEXTS AND 3D 

The most interesting possibilities arise in the extended context of 3D. 

In a full-fledged three-dimensional ly based system, with access to 

depth-information, the basic prototypes would be given by (fictitious) 

coordinates in space, and the final scene Interpretation would be based 

on spatial considerations, support-theorems, etc. 
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Figure    12.1 

Possible  information flow  in a 3D system 
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1Z.3 

Figure 12.1  presents a diagram suggesting the  flow of   infortnat 

such a  system. 
ion in 

The feature scheme, and the 2D prototype matching scheme, could be much 

the same as now. The 2D prototypes would be generated automatical ly 

from models in 3-space.  The prototype analyzer would generate all 

different views of an object, checking each one against existing 2D 

prototypes, and updating that memory structure whenever necessary. 

Handy programs for ^he creation and manipulation of 3D scene- 

representations exist already [Baumgart 1973]. and those should prove 

most useful in such contexts. 

The prototype matching would proceed more or less as it does at present, 

but the decisions of acceptance and interpretation would now. at least 

in doubtful cases, be the responsibility of the 3D parsing supervisor, 

with judgments based on information and theory not available to the 

present parser, as well as on the specific details of the current world- 

model, which describes what the environment is expected to be like and 

what kinds of objects make up the world. 

Depth-information may of course be obtained directly, using the laser. 

Another alternative - well suited to the present system - would be to 

use stereo correlation, i.e. work in parallel on two different views, 

separated by an adequate angle (from the point of view of depth- 

separat ion). 

Since the 2D parser isolates one object at a time ("best first". 
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12.3 

basically), the task of identifying and correlating objects between the 

two views should not turn out to be excessively hard. 

12.4 EXTENSION TO GENERAL PLANAR FACED OBJECTS 

Roberts (cf. Subsection 3.1) introduced the idea of representing non- 

convex bodies as composed of two or more convex parts.  This certainly 

seems like a very sound approach, especially in a model-based system, 

where seif-occlusions would otherwise create great difficulties and 

vastly increase the required numbers of two-dimensional prototypes. 

Uhat is needed, then, is a method of describing the junctions of convex 

objects into more complex ones, so that the parser, having found the 

parts, may infer the whole (in some representation). The representation 

of a concave body as a collection of convex parts is at best a highly 

ambiguous undertaking, which requires rigorous conventions on the part 

of the prototype analyser, and a great deal of flexibility on the part 

of the parser. 

0 

It would seem that any meaningful extension to non-convex objects would 

have to take place in the context of 3D, and would probably require 

verification loops accessing the TV-image, since it might otherwise be 

hard to determine whether we are looking at one object adjacent to 

another, or just at one single, more complex body. 
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13.8 

13.8   CONCLUSIONS 

I 

.. 

A system for   intermediate-level  computer vision has been developed, 

which utilizes global   information,   in the  form of   two-dimensional 

models,   in  interpreting an  image as a representation of a three- 

dimensional   scene.     The world  is assumed  limited  to planar faced,   convex 

objects. 

o 

System performance seems most  satisfactory.    For   scenes of regularly 

shaped objects,   such as our dear old parallelepipeds and wedges,   the 

present  system shows good discriminatory power,   even under adverse 

conditions,   as   in  the presence of disturbances   like shadows,   glare,   and 

mi ssing   Iines. 

The system presented here was created with the extended context of 

three-dimensional   interpretations   in mind,   and   it  should prove quite 

readily adaptable   for  use   in a complete vision  system. 
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14.0 

1A.0 APPENDIX 

It uas original ly rny intention to include the mathematics of least- 

square line-fit and vertex merging by a weighted-1 east-square method 

here, as well as the edge-sorting algorithm, collinearity criteria, etc. 

However, this paper is long enough as it is. and 1 don't want to burden 

it with extra details, unless unusual or otherwise interesting, which to 

my mind precludes the above-mentioned. I shall be content to give some 

account of the basic data-structure of the present system. 

14.1 THE GENERAL DATA-STRUCTURE 

This presentation is intended to provide some general principles rather 

than implementation details. It will not deal with the data-structures 

pertinent to features, prototypes, or mappings, since those were 

discussed in their proper contexts. 

Some of the important considerations beh 

structure were: 

Easy random access 

List structure for context 

An absolute minimum of shuffling 

Ability to expand if needed 

ind the design of the data- 
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It was designed some time before I developed the present feature- and 

prototype schemes.  It is of a general-purpose character (within its 

frame-work), and has proven efficient and fairly easy to work with. 

The scene-data is classified into three basic groups of pertinence, 

namely lines, line-ends, and vertices. 

The information pertaining to lines is of a more or less physical 

nature, such as coordinates, coefficients in equation, angular argument, 

basis in edge-data. etc. A very important item associated with each 

line is its LCREDE (Line CREation and DEIetion) value, to which I shall 

return below. 

Associated with each line is also the linkage of its ends. Those are 

referred to as SV:5 (simple vertices), and they figure mainly in the 

context of the list structure providing vertex linkages. Thus, for each 

SV. we have a pointer to its orbital successor line(-end). and the angle 

to that line, ccw. around the vertex in question. 

Normal vertices, where several lines come together, are called CV:s 

(compound vertices), and each SV also has a pointer to the CV (if any), 

of which It is a member. Risking confusion, I hesitate to add. that CV: 

may be single, as well. With each CV is associated a pointer to one of 

the SV!S in its ring, and also physical coordinates, which are obtained 

through a weighted-least-square method I developed (which, incidentally, 

can be used to obtain perspective vanishing points, as well), and which 

minimizes the squares of the distances from the lines do the point), 

weighted by the square roots of the line-lengths. 

s 
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To sum up. SV:s are line-ends, and CV!S are vertices, and those 

structures are completely separate. The linkages define the 

interpretation of the scene-representation. 

Therefore, each element, be it a line, an SV, or a CV, has a fixed 

amount of storage associated with it. which makes its components 

directly addressable, besides in some cases being members of list 

structures. Furthermore, deleted elements are linked into free-storage 

lists, so that no shuffling is needed except when core has to be 

expanded.  This happens when the information content (or the messiness) 

of a scene exceeds expected bounds. 

14.2 THE SUBCONSCIOUS 

The above-mentioned LCREDE defines the status of a line, i.e. whether it 

is part of free storage (no line at all), inactivated, or currently 

active.  It also contains a short, two-level, memory of recent states. 

Actually, the top of LCREDE only defines status in relation to two 

global variables which define the current range of the conscious. By 

changing those global values, we may forget parts of the scene, and 

bring other parts to the surface. 

As an added possibility for diversity (confusion), we may have vertex 

connections temporary or permanent, as defined by the signs of the SV~ 
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pointers (orbit-pointers).  This has not yet been utilised in the 

present system, uhere all links are temporarily permanent. 

(I beg your pardon..?) 

There is a vast library of subroutines that perform various exotic 

actions on the scene-representation, and those (when called properly) 

can be instructed to work only in the subconscious, or the conscious, or 

the temporarily subconscious, or ... For the present, most routines are 

instructed to work in the, temporarily permanent conscious, that is with 

active I ines only. 

J 

The  two globals defining  the current range of the conscious are 

manipulated by the parser,   the matcher,  and various other programs,   in 

the processing of a scene.    Since each l.CREDE  is a short memory stack, 

lines may be temporarily  forgotten  (by pushing down),   or conveniently 

recalled  (by popping  the stack).    This possibility  is used extensively 

in  the matcher,   who   is very busy replacing  lines or   line-pairs   in cases 

of col Iinearities or plain substitutions. 

I  have found this system very flexible and efficient,   especially  in the 

context of parsing and matching,  where  the scene   (or   the current object) 

is subject   to continual   change. 

Thi? should be enough. 
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